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Abstract 

In analogy with Hochschild-Mitchell homology for linear categories topological Hochschild 
and cyclic homology (THH and TC) are defined for ring finctors on a category %Z. Funda- 
mental properties of THH and TC are proven and some examples are analyzed. A special case 
of a ring functor on an exact category 6 is treated separately, and is compared with algebraic 
K-theory via a Dennis-Biikstedt trace map. Calling THH and TC applied to these ring 
functors simply THH@) and TC(&), we get that the iteration of Waldhausen’s S construction 
yields spectra { THH(S%)} and { TC(S(%)}, and the maps from K-theory become maps of 
spectra. If & is split exact, the THH and TC spectra are O-spectra. The inclusion by degenera- 
ties THH,(Sc”%) c THH(S(“%) is a stable equivalence, and it is shown how this leads to 
a weak resolution theorem for THH. If 9” is the category of finitely generated projective 
modules over a unital and associative ring A, we get that THH(A) 7 THH(9”) and 
TC(A) 7 TC(9J 

The Dennis trace map from algebraic K-theory of a ring generated an interest for 
Hochschild homology from a K-theoretic point of view. Bokstedt defined in [Z] 
a factorization of the Dennis trace through a theory reminiscent of Hochschild 
homology, but with a much richer structure. He also made calculations on examples 
which gave new K-theoretic information, and called the new theory topological 
Hochschild homology (THH). The factorization had earlier been suggested by Good- 
Willie, and it is known to coincide with the linearization of K-theory in the sense of 
calculus of functors (see [7], and also the program of R. Schwa& R. Staffeldt and F. 
Waldhausen). 

As defined by Bokstedt, topological Hochschild homology comes equiped with 
a cyclic action. This cyclic action plays an important role, e.g. in the work of BSkstedt 
et al. [3] on the K-theory analogue of the Novikov conjecture. In fact, the map from 
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K-theory factors through the fixed points of the various operations on THH arising 
from this cyclic structure, and comparison with K-theory should take this into 
account. 

Algebraic K-theory is defined in terms of exact categories (or more generally 
by categories with cofibrations and weak equivalences), and in this paper we 
adopt the point of view that THH should be defined on this level. This has 
both advantages and disadvantages. The most obvious disadvantage is that the 
theory becomes more involved. One of the advantages is that the additivity of the 
category can be used constructively on the theory itself. Another advantage is that 
the map from K-theory is very transparent. Pirashivili and Waldhausen [12] give 
a model for THH of rings which is defined in terms of the category of finitely 
generated projective modules over the ring. A variant of this model proved itself 
useful in [7] where both the advantages mentioned above were crucial tools. This 
only disadvantage of these constructions is that they admit no interesting cyclic 
action. 

The present paper aims at giving a model for THH which combines the categorical 
outlook with the presence of the cyclic actions. 

This paper is somewhat encyclopedic, but is meant to contain the results needed 
for the computations on exact categories in Chapter 2 (all but one of the general 
calculations are needed at some point in this example), as well as a series of 
intended future applications. Most notably, McCarthy has already proven that the 
result of Goodwillie of nilpotent extensions is true when reinterpreted properly. 
The setting should also be general enough to allow for applications. directed 
towards algebraic K-theory of spaces, and so the “linear” viewpoint of [7] cannot be 
adopted. 

Thus the first goal should be: Define a topological Hochschild homology which 
meets the following requirements, 

(1) It should agree with the definition of Bokstedt if given the same input. 
(2) It should be defined in terms of categories and generally be equipped with an 

appropriate cyclic structure. Rationally it should agree with a Hochschild-type 
homology. 

(3) It should make sense to “mix” K-theory and topological Hochschild homology, 
and the iteration of the S construction should yield a spectrum corresponding to the 
K-theory spectrum. 

(4) It should respect “Morita equivalence”. In particular, if A is a ring and 9” is the 
category of finitely generated projective A modules, then the theory applied to 
PA should correspond to the theory applied to A itself. 

(5) There should be a simple map from algebraic K-theory mapping into the fixed 
points of the cyclic actions, and agreeing with the cyclotomic trace. The map should 
be transparent enough to allow simple comparisons. 
Most of the paper is devoted to showing that we indeed have a well defined theory 
satisfying these demands. 
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In order to do so, we introduce the concept of a ring functor on a category %? which 
is roughly an FSP (Functor with Smash Product) with several objects (namely the 
ones in %‘). When this is done, the construction of THH meeting (1) and (2) is 
straightforward (up to a choice or two). 

To demonstrate that THH obeys the remaining demands we must prove a number 
of standard theorems. For instance, THH must commute with products, behave well 
under formation of matrices (“Morita equivalence”) and operations similar to the 
S construction (“triangular matrices”). This is proved directly by means of displaying 
actual homotopies between suitably simplified models. 

Just as for FSPs, our model possesses a “Frobenius action” (see 1.5), and we define 
the topological cyclic homology TC (as in [3]), as the inverse homotopy limit under 
the inclusion of fixed points and the Frobenius maps. 

The example treated in Chapter 2 is that of exact categories. More precisely: 
suppose 6 is an exact category. Then we may consider the ring functor on 6 which 
sends a pair (a, b) E co x (r. and a pointed simplicial set X to c(a, b) 0 Z[X]/Z[ * ] 
where Z[Xl is the free simplicial abelian group on X. This makes THH and TC into 
functors from the category of exact categories. More generally, if SC is the S construc- 
tion of Waldhausen [17], we may apply THH or TC to S(E. These theories are 
theoretically better behaved than simply applying the functor directly to the catego- 
ries. In this case various simplifications are possible. For one thing we show directly 
that the models used in [7] agree with the present definitions. We note that, in 
accordance with the general idea, some typical K-theoretic properties such as con- 
finality are obeyed by THH. Another point worth mentioning is that the model for 
THH of an exact category is actually dependent upon the choice of exact sequences, 
but that if we apply THH to the underlying additive category (with just s plit exact 
sequences) then this theory agrees with the definition of the homology of a category as 
in [l]. The proof that THH(A) N THH(PJ could have been varied by the use of 
a construction which associates an FSP to any ring functor in a manner keeping THH 
unchanged. 

Summarizing, the main results of Chapter 2 are 
(1) There is a simple map from K-theory of an exact category a into SZTHH(Sfi), 

mapping into the fixed points of both the cyclic actions and the Frobenius maps, and 
hence there is a lifting to QTC(S6). This forms a map of spectra upon iterating the 
S construction. 

(2) For split exact categories THH(6) and QTHH(S6) are equivalent (likewise for 
TC). 

(3) For additive categories the homology of the category (r. itself, H&&6), is 
isomorphic to nkTHH(6). 

(4) The model for THH in [7] is equivalent to the present via a simple map. 
(5) For a ring A we have an equivalence THH(A) N THH(PA) (likewise for 

TC). 
(6) A weak version of the resolution theorem is valid for THH. 
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1. Topological Hochschild homology of ring functors 
on a category 

1.0. Introduction 

Analogously to Bokstedt’s definition of a functor with smash product (FSP) we 
introduce the notion of a ring functor on a category. Roughly the difference is the same 
as the difference between a ring with unit and a linear category. That is, a ring functor 
on a category with only one object is an FSP. We will also need the notion of a module 
over a ring functor. Important examples will be given in the following section. One may 
also define the topological Hochschild homology (THH) for ring functors and the 
remainder of the chapter is dedicated to establishing the basic properties of THH. It 
turns out that most of what you can do for FSPs you can do for ring functors. The main 
interest in this generalization is that the comparison with K-theory becomes simpler. 
For instance in the case of rings, the point is that instead of working with the group 
completion of spaces of matrices mapping by devious routes into the topological 
Hochschild homology of the ring, we may now consider a simple map into the 
topological Hochschild homology of the projective modules, or even better into 
a mixing of THH and algebraic K-theory. The goal of this chapter is to prove that the 
range of such maps exists and is well behaved. We will come back to the question 
whether the theory is comparable (hint: it is!) with the classical case in the text chapter. 

The model we present comes with all the usual cyclic structure, and will take pains 
to show when this structure is preserved. We do this in a somewhat unusual way by 
restricting our attention to simpler models for THH not containing degeneracies. This 
requires some care, but the gain in having simple model outweighs the disadvantages 
as there is essentially only a single trick (more precisely: Lemma 1.5.12) you have to 
apply repeatedly. 

The main results in this chapter are: 
(1) For any ring functor A and A-bimodule P the THH(A,P) is a well defined 

object, with cyclic structure if P = A. 
(2) Rationally THH(A,P) is equivalent to an additive cyclic nerve. 
(3) THH is well behaved under natural isomorphisms and equivalences, respects 

direct limits, stable equivalences and preserves products. 
(4) Morita equivalence is true for THH. 
(5) THH may be calculated by means of THH of an FSP, but not functorially. 

As to the last point it should be noted that the FSP in question rarely will be of a sort 
which invites closer analysis. 

1.0.1. Some language. By a linear category we mean a category whose morphism sets 
are abelian groups and whose composition is bilinear, or what is often called 
a pre-additive category. Given any category V we may from the free linear category on 
%‘, which we will call Z%‘, with the same objects as %, but with morphism sets 
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Z%(a, b) = Z[U(a, b)]: the free abelian group on the set %?(a, b) of morphisms from a to 
b in %‘. An additive category is a linear category with a zero object and finite products. 

Given two categories %Z and 59 we will let ~8~ denote the category of functors from 
Q?Z to 9 and natural transformations. Let 5%’ be a category. We will write V” for the 
opposite category; i.e. the category with the same objects as V but with all arrows 
reversed. We will write %(-,-) for the functor from $9” x % assigning to each pair of 
objects a and b in %Z the set of morphisms from a to b. For convenience in these notes 
we will often write To% for 59’ x %‘. Let TIV be the full subcategory of T,,V x To% with 
objects of the form ((a, b),(c,a)) and let composition be the functor T1% -+ T,,VZ 
induced by ((a, b), (c, a)) H (a, b) 0 (c, a) = (c, b). I n view of the convention we will often 
write objects in To%? = 59’ x 5~3 by single letters like f and think of them as arrows. 
More generally we let TkW be the full subcategory of (P x %#‘+ ’ with objects on the 

form((cl,co),(cz,cl),..., (ck+ 1, c,J) (called composable k + l-tuples). This notation is 
inspired by the twisted arrow category T% whose objects are the morphisms of V and 
where an arrow from f : a + b to g : c + d is a commutative diagram 

a-c 

fl 4 
b- d 

The forgetful functor TW + T,,V sends a morphism f: a + b to (a, b). The definitions of 
ring functors and modules are based on To%?:, but could equally well (perhaps better) have 
used T’@ however at current all important examples are covered by the present definition. 

1.0.2. SimpIicial objects. Let A be a category of standard ordered finite sets 
[n]={O<l< *** < n} and monotone maps. A simplicial object in a category V is 
a functor from A” to %‘. The category of simplicial objects in %? will be denoted ~5%. We 
will let s,bns (resp. fs,bns) denote the category of pointed simplicial sets (resp. finite 
pointed simplicial sets). A(n) denotes the pointed simplicial set {[q] H A( [q], [n])> 
pointed at the zero map. As models for the spheres we will choose S” = /\n_fo,d S’ 
where S’ = A(l)/8A(l). Unless otherwise stated, by “s1”X” we will mean sing IXIIs’I 
where 1 1 is the realization and “sing” is the singular complex of a topological space. 
Given any simplicial set X we will write Z[X] for the simplicial abelian group which 
in degree q is Z[X,], the free abelian group on X,. If X is pointed, d[X] denotes the 
quotient Z[X]/Z[ *I. We will say that a pointed simplicial set X is n-connected if 
n,(X) = 0 for all q I n, and if n 2 0 that a map f:X --* Y is n-connected if the 
homotopy fiber is n - 1 connected and x0(X) + no(Y) is surjective. A pointed 
simplicial set X is n-reduced if X, = * for all q s n. 

1.0.3. Simplicial categories. A simplicial category is an object of the functor category 
from A” to some category of categories. A simplicial functor is a natural transfor- 
mation between two simplicial categories. If a pointed simplicial category $9 has 
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a representation of the functor s,Ins(X,%(c,-)), say a natural equivalence 
U(X @ c,-) z s,Qns(X,V(c,-)) where c E V and X E s*Ins, we will say that ‘% has 
products with pointed simplicial sets. Likewise we say that V has products with finite 
pointed simplicial sets if s,&‘ns(X, %(c, -)) has a representation for every X E fi, bns. 

Suppose that the pointed simplicial categories % and 9 have products with (finite) 
pointed simplicial sets. Then any pointed simplicial functor F’ : W + 9 has associated 
to it a natural transformation lx,C : X @ F(c) + F(X @ c) induced by the identity via 

In particular case of the pointed simplicial category s* 6%” where B is any category 
we have a product defined for any G E s,Ins” and X E s,&ns by sending b E a to 
(X A G)(b) = X A G(b). 

1.1. Ring functors on a category 

In analogy with the definitions of an FSP (see [2], [3], [S] or [12]) we now define 
ring functors on a category. 

1.1.1. Definition. For V a small category, let LV be the full subcategory of the 
category of pointed simplicial functors F : fi, ~5% + s, 8nsToQ such that if X is n- 
connected and f= (a, 6) E T,-,W = V” x 5fi 

(1) F(X)(f) is n-connected, 
(2) the map S’ A F(X)( f) + F(S’ AX)(f) induced from the simplicial structure is 

2n - c connected for some number c not depending on X. 

We will denote the natural transformation due to the simpiicial structure discussed 

above by 

I x,r:X A F(Y) -, F(X A Y) 

where X A F(Y) sends fo To%’ to X A F(Y)(f). 

Remark. One may weaken condition (1) to require that F(X)@, b) is n - dF(u) + cF(b)- 
connected, where #(a) and cF(b) are non-negative numbers depending only on a and 
b. dF may be thought of as dimension and cF as connectivity. This weakening is useful 
e.g. if V is some category of spaces. 

A spectrum (often called pre-spectrum) is a sequence of spaces X” with maps 
S1 l\Xmf;Xm”+‘, and an Q-spectrum is a spectrum where the adjoints of the 
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structure maps yield homotopy equivalences X” N sZX”+‘. A map of spectra 
is a stable weak equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on all homotopy groups 
(as spectra). We may consider F as a functor from T,V to spectra via 

E(f) = {m t+F’“( f) = F(S’“)( f)} with structure maps &I,~“. 
A morphism 4 : F + G in LV is called a stable equivalence if it induces a stable 

weak equivalence E(f) --) G(f) for each f E T,,%. 

1.1.2. Definition (Ringfunctors). Let V be a small category. A ring functor on $? is an 
object A E LV together with a natural transformation which we will call the multipli- 
cation 

for every composable pair (f,g) E TIGf?, such that multiplication p is strictly asso- 
ciative. More precisely 

pl\id 
GWWW-W~A(Z)(h) - WA Y)(.f~&W~@) 

I 

idA/ 

I 

P 

KWkW’~Z)(go~) ’ ) A(XAYAZ)C~~~&) 

commutes for all X, Y, Z E ji, &IS and composable triples ( f, g, h). 

To be entirely clear: p is a natural transformation from the composite 

AxA fs, bns x fs, Bns - s,Bns ToY x s*&nsToY 2 s,f$nsT@ 

to 

fs, 6ns x fs, bns 4 se Bns 4 s* &rsToY + s, InsT1” 

where the latter functor is induced by the composition T1%? + TOW. 
There is a particularly important ring functor 

S : fs, Ins + se bnsTo’B 

namely the functor sending X E s,Ins to the constant functor f E T,,V H X. The 
multiplication is simply the identity. We will call this ring functor the identity ring 
functor S. One may think of this ring functor as the analogue of the ring of integers. 

If 59 is a category, we consider the associated discrete subcategory dV E V consist- 
ing of all objects in V, but only the identity morphisms. There is a functor 
D: d%’ + To% given by the diagonal. Hence there is a functor s,bnsTo’% s,&#. 

1.1.3. Definition (Unital ring functors). Let A be a ring functor on %, and let as above 
S be the identity ring functor on 97. We say that A is a ring functor with unit on we, or 
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simply that A is unital, if there is a natural transformation 1 from D* 0 S to D* 0A such 
that for every X, Y E fs, ~5% and f = (a, c) E T,W 

A(XAY)(id,) 

XWYU) 
l&Aid 

. -WX~OWY)(f) 

commute, and likewise for po(id A 1) up to a switch of factors. 

The reader may wonder why one has to restrict to the discrete subcategory in order 
to define the unit, but the reason is natural enough: only when range and target 
coincides should there be a distinguished “identity morphism”. 

In particular the identity ring functor S on V is unital. 

1.1.4. Change of underlying category. Given a small category % we let SW (resp. FV”) 
be the category with objects ring functors (resp. unital ring functors) on 92 and mor- 
phisms transformations in LV compatible with the multiplicative structure (and unit). 

If r$ : QZ + $3 is a functor we define r$* : 99 + 9% by composition. That is, if A is 
a ring functor on 9 we let $*A be the composite of A : fi,&%s + s* ~F’ns@‘~~ and 

Q1 *:s*&32saox~ +s*bns pxig This clearly is also well defined in the unital case. . 

Isomorphic functors C$ E II/ : V + 9 induced isomorphic functors +* g $*. It is 
worthwhile to spell this out explicitly: assume q : C#J + $ is an isomorphism. Then 

A(X)(?(a)-‘Y?(b)): A(X)($(a),M9) + A(X)(W)VI(l@)) 

defines the desired isomorphism between (P*A and @*A. As this isomorphism is 
defined by isomorphisms in $3 it carries over to morphisms between ring functors and 
we get that 4* and $* are isomorphic as functors. 

Perhaps a note as to how to define ring functors over the twisted arrow category is 
appropriate here. The definition of ring functors then appears exactly as above, 
exchanging 7’,% = W’x % with T%? everywhere (the exposition was originally int- 
ended this way). As to the unital case, use the functor d% + T%? sending an object to 
its identity map, and an identity map to the corresponding square with all sides the 
identity. Over TV?, a unital ring functor will then require a natural transformation 
from the identity functor under restriction to d%‘. 
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1.1.5. Modules of ring fuoctors 

1.1.6. Definitions (Modules). Let % be a category, A be a ring functor on G$ and 
P E Lg. A left module structure on P is a natural transformation 

~x,r(f;9):4V(f) A P(Y)(g) -+P(X A Y)(f”9) 

for any composable pair ( f, g) E Ti%?, such that 

A(X)(f)~A(y)(g)Ap(z)(h) pAid - AW’YW~gWVW 

I id/\e 

I 

e 

AWWW’(YW(g”h) ’ D P(XAYAZ)(fogoh) 

commutes. If A is unital, we define a unital left module structure on P as a left module 
structure on P such that 

XAP(Y)Cf) 1x(c)Aid . A(X)(id,)AP(Y)(f) 

commutes. A structure of a (unital) right module is defined similarly. 
A bimodule structure on P (resp. unital bimodule structure in the case A is unital) 

consists of compatible left and right module structures on P (resp. compatible unital 
left and right module structures); i.e., for all composable triples ( f, g, h) the following 
diagram commutes: 

A(X)(f)AP(Y)(g>AA(z)(h)~ AWf)AP(XWk~h) 

I r/Aid I e 

A(XAY)(f~shW)(~) r b P(XA YAz)(fogo h) 

We will refer to such P together with this structure as an A bimodule. 

Note that all T E LV are automatically unital S bimodules due to the simplicial 
structure. 

In the case of the extension where the connectivity assumption (1) in the definition 
of LV was weakened we will in addition require of an A module P that for all a E %’ we 
have that dP(a) < @(a). The extension to the twisted arrow category is straightfor- 
ward. If C#I : $3 + %? is any functor we define the c#J*A module 4*P in the same manner 
as 4*A with the obvious actions. 
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1.1.7. Notation. If A is a ring functor on some category 59 we will often write AX(c, d) 
instead of A(X)(c,d) when the emphasis is rather on the category than on the 
simplicial set. In particular, we write A”@, d) for A(S”)(c,d). Similarly, if P is an 
A module we write P’(c, d) for P(X)(c, d) and P”(c, d) for P(S”)(c, d). 

1.2. Examples 

We now list some useful ring functors. Sections 1.2.1-1.2.6 contain the most 
important ones. After that things develop into more of a bestiary, listed here only to 
have a convenient place to refer back to as the various constructions are needed later 
on. Many of the examples have analogues for bimodules, but as the list is already long, 
we leave that to the interested reader. 

From the examples below one might be tempted to call ring functors on a category 
“FSPs with several objects” in analogy with “linear categories are rings with several 
objects” [ll]. Note, however, that a ring functor on ‘49 is not determined by its 
underlying category. For instance, a simplicial category gives rise to (at least) two ring 
functors on C$ via examples 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. 

1.2.1. FSPs. Any FSP A gives rise to a “constant” ring functor on a given category 
%? via A(X)(a, b) = A(X). If 59 is the trivial category, the notions of FSPs and unital 
ring functors on V naturally coincide. Note that if A is a unital ring functor on a one 
point category it is simply an FSP with extra structure. In fact, the natural examples of 
FSPs come with such an extra structure (see Examples 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 restricted to one 
point categories). In these notes we call ring functors on one point categories simply 
FSPs whether they have units or not. 

1.2.2. The half smash ring functor on a simplicial category. Let %Z be a simplicial 
category. Then X H %(-,-)+ A X is a unital ring functor. The multiplicaticn is 
induced by composition via 

@q&b)+ AX)A(@Yc,a)+ A Y) 

z (%(a,b) x%?(c,u))+ A(XA Y) +U(c,b)+ A(XA Y) 

and the unit by the inclusion X x crid’hx ) %‘(a,~)+ AX. Later we will show that the 
homotopy type of the topological Hochschild homology of this ring functor is simply 
the stabilization of the cyclic nerve of %. When M is a simplicial monoid, regarded as 
a category with only one object in each dimension, we recover the FSP of [2] 
associated to the monoid. 

1.2.3. The linear ring fuactor on a linear category. Let V be a (simplicial) linear 
category. Then 

x w x H U(-,-) @+z[X] 
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is a unital ring functor on % where &Xl = Z[X]/Z[ * 1. The multiplication is given 
by sending smash to tensor followed by composition: 

(%(a,@ ozmmw(w4 ozml) 

+ (%(a, b) @ qc, a)) @,Z[X A Y] + qc, b) O,Z[X A Y] 

and the unit by the inclusion X x cid4@ l.xb %(a,~) @,b[X]. 
The above construction extends to all categories W by passing to the free linear 

category ZW, or more directly consider the ring functor on V (which also is a ring 
functor on ZW) 

x HZ%?-, -) @ Z[X] . 

Note that this may also be obtained from 1.2.2 as Z%‘(u,b) @d[X] g 

&i$(u, b), AX]. If R is a ring with unit considered as a linear category with only one 
object then we recover the definition of the topological Hochschild theory of a ring 
given in [Z]. 

1.2.4. FSPs associated to general ring functors. The incidence FSP. Given a ring 
functor A on a category V it determines an FSP [A] given by 

C4W) = n v AX(a, b). 
oeQ bet? 

The multiplication is given by matrix multiplication: 

MIAMI= (&cv,,, AX(U,b))A(n,,,v,,,Ar(c,d)) 

I 
n,,,v,,,((&,v,,, AxW)) AA~(wO) 

lTV(pr,r\id) 

I 

n,,,v,,,(v,,,AX(d,b)AAY(C,d)) 

l-NV/l 

I 

&,,v,,, cvbm AxAy@, b)) 

fold over d 

I 

n,,,v,,, A”” (c,b) = [Al (XAy) 

If A has unit [A] is unital and the unit is given by the diagonal 

X 
the diagonal 

) n X n’x(c’* 5 AX(c,c) G [A](X). 
ca’g 
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There is another FSP associated to A of particular interest, namely [A]” given by 

CAlv(W = v AX@,@ 
(a.b)M’ 

and multiplication similar to (but slightly easier than) [A]. The drawback of this FSP 
is that it has no unit, but it still is much easier to work with than [A] as it is equipped 
with a “sum” (fold). Whenever VZ is equivalent to the direct limit of its finite sub- 
categories the inclusion [A]” + [A] is a stable equivalence by the Blakers-Massey 
triad connectivity theorem. 

In the special case where A is a ring functor with values in simplicial abelian groups 
with bilinear multiplication it determines an FSP [Alo given by 

[Ale (X) = ( 
a, 
Ew2 AX@, 4. 

The multiplication is given by 

- + AX(a,b) @ AY(C,.) 
Q (a,b,c EY’ 

Ir, ( b($W3 AXA Y(c,b)-=+ Q AXAy(c,b) 
a. , (c.b ~4’ 

where the second arrow sends AX@, b) 0 A’(c,d) to the basepoint if d # a. An 
important difference between [A] and [A] e is that if A is unital then [A] e is unital 
only if % is finite (i.e. has only finitely many objects). The unit is still given by the 
diagonal 

X the diagonal 
)X x cev x “@)+ qeq AX(c, c) E [A] e (X) . 

There is a variant of [A]@ where we allow all row finite matrices. This is more ana- 
logous to [A] above and in this case there is a unital stable equivalence from [A]. On 
the other hand the map [A] v + [A] o is also a stable equivalence, but this has the 
disadvantage of not being unital even for finite categories (with more than one object). 

1.2.5. The product and sum of two ring fuoctors. Let %?r and %?z be small categories. 
Given Al E FWl and A2 E 9W2 we may from their product Al x A2 E F(V1 x Uz) by 

(A, x A2)‘((c’,c2), (d’,d’)) = Af(c’,d’) x A$(c2,d2) 

with componentwise multiplication. If both Al and A2 are unital so is Al x A2 and the 
unit map is induced by the diagonal 

X +X xX lx(c’)xrx(fz~~ A:@‘, cl) x A$(c’,c’). 

When %Z = %‘r = s2 we may of course compose this with the diagonal diag : 
@Z -+ %? x $9 to obtain the new ring functor on V, diag* (A, x A,), which we will call the 
internal product. 
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Similarly we may define a sum of Ai E F-V1 and A2 E SW2 by 

(A, V A#((c’, c2),(d1, d2)) = A:@‘, d’) V A;(c2, d2) 

with componentwise multiplication. Even when both Al and A2 were unital, this 
generally has no unit. However, the map Al V A2 + Al x A2 induced by the inclusion 
is compatible with the multiplicative structure. The considerations concerning the 
diagonal when V = VZ1 = w2 again applies here to give us the sum within ring functors 
on %?. 

1.2.6. The n x n matrix of a ring functor. Let % be a small category, and let n de- 
note the set {l,..., n}. Consider the n-fold product V, and let prk:%?” + ‘8 be 
the kth projection. We define the n x n matrix M,A of A to be the ring functor on $5’” 
given by 

for X ENS* Ins and B, C E V”. The multiplication is given by matrix multiplication, i.e. 

~rcnVuon((~rcnVs~nAX(~r,C,~r,D))~AY(~r B,pr, C>> 

IW(uthprojection did) 

I 

ntE.VUE~(VSEIAX(p~C,pr,D)AAX(pr,B,pr,C)) 

n”l 
I 

Il,,,LVsE. AxAy(pr, B,pr, D) 

fold 

I 

n,,.v,,.AXAY(pr,B,pr,D)= (M,A)XhY@%D) 

where B, C, D E V” and X, Y E& bns. If A has a unit so has M, A via 

X the diagonal 
*I-I nlx(prr(c)) * n A’(pr,(C), prr(C)) c (M, A)‘(C, C). 

IEl IE” 

We also have the non-unital variant of the matrices using only sums, namely (M,A)” 

given by 

(M,,Al$P, Cl = V AX@,4 pr,C) 
(I,S)EIZ 
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and multiplication similar to (but easier than) M,A. The inclusion (M,A)” + M,A is 
a stable equivalence by Blakers-Massey and condition (1) in Definition 1.1. 

In the case where the ring functor has values in simplicial abelian groups with 
bilinear multiplication, we get matrices defined with @ instead of V. Again this 
construction is unital if the original ring functor was. Furthermore there is a map 
compatible with the multiplicative structure from the matrices above to these additive 
matrices. 

1.2.7. Upper triangular matrices. Let A E 95%. The upper triangular n x n matrix T,A 

is defined to be the subspace of the matrices given by 

with induced multiplication. This is again unital if A is. There is also a stably 
equivalent version without unit using only wedges (T,A)” c Tn A defined as for the 
matrices. In the linear case we may also define the upper triangular matrices with the 
sum. The same remarks apply to these upper triangular matrices as given for the full 
matrices. 

1.2.8. Making the spectrum an Sz spectrum. Given a ring functor A on a category V we 
may associate to it the ring functor on V, denoted An, given by 

A&, b) = /_i S2kASkhX(u, b) 

and product induced by 

f21’ASkAX(a, b) A i21As’“y(c,u) + 12k+1(ASthX(a, b) A ASlhY(c, a)) 

a”+%+ Qk+lASkAS'AXAY(C,b)_ 

A and AQ are stably equivalent ring functors. Furthermore, if A has a unit so does 
Aa via 

X -ji”, iJk(SkAX) ‘imnk”dc) + A&c). -t 

1.2.9. The associated Eilenberg-MacLane ring functor. If A is a ring functor on QZ we 
let AE be the ring functor on V given by 

A~(u, b) = fi Ici u(U, b)) @ Z[S’ AX] e 

i=O 
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The multiplication is given by 

A: @,b)AA,Y (~,a) 

n;j,o n,(fj(a, b)) @ 7cj (&z))@z[S'+'AXAY 1 

I 
n~=,~i+i=,xi+j(q(C,b))~i:[Si+'AXAY] 

+ 
I-I;=, ~,($c,~))@@AXAY]=A;~~(C,~) 

where the first map simply maps smash of products to products of smashes, the second 
rearranges the terms and uses the product to induce one on the homotopy groups of 
the spectrum and the last one simply sums up. If A is unital so is An via . 

x [lsi@)‘s incl+ 7L-J (A(c, c)) @ Z[X] + A&, c) . 

If the Postnikov invariants of the AX(a,b) are all zero we may choose a homotopy 
equivalence AX@, b)+ &!(a, b). 

1.2.10. The disjoint union. Let V1 and GF?~ be two categories and let Wg, u%?* denote 
their disjoint union. If Aj are ring functors on Wj, j = 1,2, we form the ring functor 
Al u A2 on %i u Wz given by 

i 

Af(a, b) if both a, b E gl, 

(A, u A2)X(a, b) = Af(a, b) if both a, b E +Z2, 

* otherwise. 

The multiplication is given by 

mapping into the basepoint if not all a, b, c are in a common component and otherwise 
using the appropriate multiplication. If both Al and A2 are unital, so is Al u AZ. 

1.3. The topological Hocbscbild homology of a ring functor 

In this section we will define the topological Hochschild homology of a ring functor 
on a category W in analogy with Bokstedt’s definition [2] (see also [6]). As defined, 
this will be a presimplicial object. In the unitial case this will in fact be a simplicial 
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object, but it will for computational reasons be worthwhile to consider the general 
case. If we choose as our coefficient system (bimodule) the ring functor itself, this will 
be a (pre-) cyclic object. It will be of importance to us later to keep close track of these 
structures, so unfortunately this forces us to introduce some more language. 

1.3.1. Presimplicial objects. As before, let A be the category of standard ordered 
finite sets [n] = (0 < 1 < 4.. < n} and monotone maps. Consider the subcategory 
A,,, G A with only injective maps. We call a functor from A”, to some category 
$9 a presimplicial object in V. In [4] presimplicial sets are called A-sets and in an 
earlier version of these notes they were called semi-simplicial. Natural transforma- 
tions of such are called presimplicial maps. Note that all simplicial objects are by 
restriction to A,,, presimplicial objects. Given a presimplicial object X in a category 
with finite sums, we may form a simplicial object _? “by adjoining degeneracies” in the 
following way: let 

zq = LI XrJ* 
PS4 

surjective @~A([q].[pl) 

Given II/ E A([n], [q]) and cr in the 4 summand of _?,, factor q5$ = us canonically 
where E is a surjective and q an injective map. Then $*(a) = q*(c) in the E summand. 
In fact X H 2 forms a left adjoint to the forgetful functor. 

1.3.2. Precyclic objects. Let A (resp. A,) be the smallest subcategory of Bns contain- 
ing A (resp. A,,,) and for each [n] the extra morphism r, : [n] + [n] given by cyclic 
permutation. A cyclic object in some category % is a functor from A0 to %?, and a cyclic 
map is a natural transformation between two such functors. Similarly a precyclic 
object is a functor from ,4; and a precyclic map is a natural transformation between 
two precyclic objects. In an earlier version of these notes precyclic objects were called 
semi-cyclic. 

1.3.3. The category I. Let Z be the category of standard finite sets (1, . . . , nf, n 2 0 (if 
n = 0 this is the empty set) and injections. When there is no possibility of confusion we 
make no notational distinction between the sets and their cardinality. This category 
has more structure than the category of natural numbers N considered as the sub- 
category with only standard inclusions. Most importantly {p H Ip+ ‘} forms a cyclic 
category with structure maps ai : IP+ ’ + Ip, 5i : 1’ + ZP+ ’ and z : IP + I’ given by 

ai(XO, . . .) Xp) = 
{ 

(.h ... ,xi Uxi+lv..*, xp) for OIi<p, 

(XP UXO,..., xp- 1) for i = p 

where I-I means concatenation, oi(xo, . . . , xp) = (~0, . . . , xi, 0, Xi+ 1, . . . , x,) and, z(x~, . . . , xp) 

= (xp, x0, . . . , xp- 1). 

1.3.4. The topological Hochscbild homology of a ring fun&or. We are now ready for 
the definition of our object of study. BSkstedt [3] defined the topological Hochschild 
homology of an FSP (see also [3], [S] and [12]). Analogous to the extension from 
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Hochschild homology of a ring to the additive cyclic nerve of a linear category we will 
now define the homology “THH” of a ring functor. One should note that in Examples 
1.2.2 and 1.2.3 we recover Biikstedt’s topological Hochschild homology of a simplicial 
monoid and a ring in case the categories in question have merely one object. More 
generally, if A is any FSP considered as a ring functor over a one point category, then 
the present definition of THH(A) is the same as Biikstedt’s. 

1.3.5. Notation. If x = (x0,. . . ,x,) E Ip+ r we will set 

FV,P)(x) = v PXO(C& cp) A AX1(Cr, co) A f * * A AX++, q- 1) 
(cO,...,cp).w+’ 

and write simply V(A)(x) for V(A, A)(x). 

1.3.6. Definition (The topological Hochschild homology). Let A be a ring functor on 
a small category g and let P be a A bimodule. We define THH(A, P) : A”, + s,bns to 
be the presimplicial object given by 

THH,(A, P) = holim, Q ““I’@, P)(x) 
erp+ 

wherex=(x,,..., x,)andUx=x,,ux,u..- uxp. 
Face maps di: S2”“V(A, P)(x) + SZuai”V(AyP)(diX) are defined as follows: do is 

induced by 

e:P”~(c,,c,)AA”‘(c,,c,) +PXoUX’(cl,cp), 

di for 0 < i < p is induced by 

and d, is induced by 

r: AX~(~p,~p_-l)APXo(co,~p) + Px-‘(co,cp_l). 

Note that in the case where P = A, the presimplicial object THH(A) = THH(A, A) is 
in fact a precyclic object via t : Q “V(A)(TX) induced by cyclic permutation. In the case 
where A has a unit and P is unital THH(A, P) is a simplicial object: the degeneracies 
are defined by using l,o(id,,) to insert a factor A,(c<, ci) in the ith slot of V(A, P)(aix). 
Again, if P = A then THH(A) is a cyclic object. 

This colimit system is good in the sense of [2,1.5], i.e. thanks to the goodness of the 
index category I and the connectivity assumptions, THH can be approximated in 
each degree by terms S2”“V(A,P)(x) provided each coordinate in x is big. 

Note. In the case where the connectivity hypothesis on the ring functor and bimodule 
is weakened (see Section l.l), we have to filter this object. One way to do this is 
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filtering by dA: for each d E Nset Vd(A, P)(x) to be the wedge over objects with dA I d 
and let 

THH,(A, P) = holim, lilit S2”Vd(A, P)(x). 
xcrP+’ 

The structure maps respect the filtering and so this defines a (pre-) simplicial object as 
above, with cyclic structure if P = A. 

There are several ways of turning THH into a spectrum. The most elementary is the 
following. For any X E s,Ins let THH(A, P; X) be defined as the diagonal of 

THH,(A, P; X,) = holim sZUx(Xq A I’(A, P)(x)). 
XEll;i 

This defines a spectrum by setting 

THH(A,P; X) = { ~HTHH(A,P;S’“AX)}. 

As before, where appropriate we simplify notation to =(A, P) = THIl(A, P; So), 

m(A,X) = THH(A, A; X) and THH (A) = THH (A; So). If X is a cyclic space 
THH(A; X) may again be considered as a (pre-) cyclic object under the diagonal 
action. 

One should note that THH(A,P) only depends on the values of A and P on the 
objects of V. More precisely, if dV is the subcategory with all objects, but only identity 
morphisms, then A (resp. P) may be considered as a ring functor over d%, say dA (resp. 
d4-bimodule, say dP), by composition with s,&#‘~’ (incl’)* ) s*~?ns~~~~~~. Then 
THH(dA, dP) = THH(A, P). 

1.4. Calculations on examples 

In the following subsections we will establish the most basic properties of the THH 
construction on some particularly useful examples. First we will look at its rational 
homotopy type. Then we will show that THH of the ring functor on the category 
V given by X I+%(-,-)+ AX has the stable homotopy type of the cyclic nerve of 
W (see below). Finally we will obtain a simpler description in the case where the 
bimodule is linear. This description will later be used in Chapter 2 to give a simple 
description in the case of the linear ring functor associated to an additive category. 

1.4.1. The additive cyclic nerve. Recall the definition of the additive cyclic nerve of 
a small (simplicial) linear category 6 with coefficients in a 6 bimodule 
M:C’@C +sdb. 

CN@,M) = @ M(co,c,) @zW~,co) @z *a* WW,,c,-I) 
(co,...,c,)~Q’+’ 

with face and degeneracy operations as for THH. Note that if M = a(-,-) this is 
a cyclic object. 
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One example of the additive cyclic nerve is the following. Let V be any small 
category and M : W’ x W + db any functor. Then CN.(Z%, M) is the standard resolu- 
tion of Mitchell (see [ 1,111) for the homology Tor”‘o ‘(Z%, M *) (meaning Tor in the 
abelian category of all functors from 5%‘” x V to db of ZW(-,-) and 
M*: (W x %?y E ‘45” x W 5 db). We will in a later section show that when % is 
additive this homology actually coincides with the homotopy of THH of the ring 
functor X H U(-, -) 0 Z[X]/Z[ * 1. 

In this context the proposition below should be compared with the statement that 
topological Hochschild theory of a ring rationally coincides with ordinary Hochschild 
homology of the ring. 

Given an A E FZ:, recall from 1.2.9 the definition of &, the “Eilenberg-MacLane” 
ring functor. Similarly we may for any A bimodule P associate to it an An bimodule by 

Pi@, b) = fj q(I’(u, b)) @ L&S’ AX] . 

i=O 

1.4.2. Definition (The linear category associated to a ring finctor). Given any ring 
functor with unit A on a category V we may associate to it a simplicial linear category 
gA in the following way. We let the objects be the same as for %‘, but with morphism 
sets aa(a, b) = &(a, b) (=&‘(a, b), in the notation adopted in 1.1.7). Similarly if P is 
any unital A bimodule we may form a bimodule Mp: 6: 0 (I: + sdb given by 
M&z, b) = P:(a, b). 

There is a map from THH(&, PE) to U/(6_,, MP) given as follows: Send smashes of 
simplicial abelian groups to tensors, and send the wedge to the sum. 

holim Q”“(VP,“(C~,C~)~A”,’ (cl,co)~...~A; (c&-d) 
XEl’*i I 

As BE and .& are Eilenberg-MacLane spectra, the latter is isomorphic to 

holim, ~““~[S”“] 0 0 P&o, cq) GO A~(cl,co) 63 ... 63 A&,, cq_ 1) 

xsP+ (co,...,cq)EY’+’ 

which again maps by a homotopy equivalence to 

0 P:(co,c,) @ .&cz,co) 0 ... @ A&c,-1) = CN,(a,,M,). 
@o,...,c,)EY’+’ 

This map is compatible with the simplicial structure. In the case P = A it is compat- 
ible with the cyclic structure as well. 
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1.4.3. Proposition (Rational computation of THH). Let A be a ringfunctor with unit 
on ?Z and P a unital A bimodule, and let E.A and MP be associated linear category and 
bimodule. Then QmTHH(A, P) + Q,CN(&*, MP) is a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. Recall from 1.2.8 that given any A E F2? we associated to it a stably equivalent 
An/F&’ whose spectrum was actually an L&spectrum. By the same process we may 
associate an Ao bimodule Pa to any A bimodule P. In Section 1.6.10 we will show that 
stably equivalent ring functors and bimodules have equivalent THHs, so 
THH(A, P) 7 THH(Aa, P,). Now, the rationalization of any H-space has vanishing 
Postnikov invariants, so we get homotopy equivalences Q,Ai(a, b)L Q,Ac(a, b) 
and Qoo Pi(a, b) ‘-r Qm Pg(a, b) where, using the notation of [S], Qa, means rational- 
ization. Rationalization commutes with smash, infinite wedges of simply connected 
spaces and loops of fibrant nilpotent spaces by [S, Ch. V, 4.6 and 511, and for any 
bisimplicial set of horizontal rationalization induces a rationalization of the diagonal. 
By Bokstedt’s approximation lemma [2, 1.51 this means that 

Qm THH(A, P)* Qa, THH(AE, PE) . 

So to prove the proposition it is enough to show that 

THH(&, PE) + CN@_+i, MP) 

is a rational homotopy equivalence. Replace AE and PE by the stably equivalent ring 
functor and bimodule given by replacing the product by the wedge. Then 
THHp(AE, PE) is homotopy equivalent to holim, sZ”W(x) where W(x) denotes 

v v nio(~(COv Cp)) O~[S’“+“ol 
(CO ,._. .c,)eV+’ (io, ._., i&x+’ 

A ?Ti,(A(Cl, Co)) @ 2[Si1+x1 ]A *** A~i,(~(c,,c,_l))oZ[s’~+“~] 

where A’,, denotes the set of natural numbers including zero. For each 

(c ,,, . . . ,c,) E W”+i, (iO, . . . , ip) E NE+’ and x = (x0, . . . ,x,) E I”+l consider the simplicial 
sets 

A *** A7Ci,(~(Cp,Cp-1))~~[Sip’x’] 

and 

0 ..’ ~ ni,(B(Cp,C,-1)) ~Z[Sip+xp]. 
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Both spaces have the rational homology groups 

0 if O<q<Z, 

Hq( ; Q) = 1 Q(~(COvcp)) 0 ... 0 7bp(&$(Cp9Cp- 1)) 0 Q if 4 = C, 

0 if C<q<2C, 

where Z = Ii+ (ik + xk). The map 

v v +,y+ 0 0 y 
(co ,..., c&7+’ (i0 ,..., i,)eh$ (CO ,..., c.)~lg”+’ (i0 ,.__, i,)s$+’ 

is 2(( ux)) - 1 connected by an argument considering finite index sets and using 
Blakers-Massey, and finally taking the limit. Consequently the map 

v v +,X+ 0 @ y = c%&, M*) ozm”*l 
(CO, . . . . cn)~cg”+’ (i0 ,..., ip)& (CO ,..., c&V+’ (io ,..., ip)&$+’ 

induces an isomorphism on H,(-,Q) for q < 2( ux). Looping ux times we get that 

Qm~UX~(&,M4 + cK@;,,M,) CbQ 

is ( ux) - 1 connected for every x. The result then follows. 0 

1.4.4. The topological Hochschild homology of X H%?(--,-)+ AX is stably the cyclic 

nerve of %?. As a simple extension of the computation of THH of a monoid we 
consider THH of the half smash ring functor of Example 1.2.2. 

1.4.5. Definition (The cyclic nerve ofa category). Given a category 59, the cyclic nerve 
of $7 is the simplicial object NcY(V?) given by 

N;Y(%?) = {circular diagrams cP + co t ... + c,- 1 t cp in %?} 

with face, degeneracies and cyclic operator as in Hochschild homology. 

For any (simplicial) category %’ let us call the ring functor given by 
X I+%(--,-)+ AX simply Wx. Furthermore for any space X we let Q(X) = 

lim,, m @(Sk A X). 

1.4.6. Proposition. Let V be any simplicial category. Then 

THH(qK) N Q(N”Y(V)+). 

Proof. Consider the bisimplicial object X,, given by 

X,, = holim, S2YX(SUXA(N~y(%?))+) 
xePf 
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THH(C,) is isomorphic to the diagonal diagX by the following rewriting: 

A 0.. Aw(c,,c,_l)+ AS”” 

z holim, !2 “3 + v (Wo~c,)x%,,co) 
xEP+’ (CO,...Jp)EWf 

= holim, 52”“s Ux A LT Wco, cp) x WC19 co) 
xEI’+’ (co,...,c,)EVf 

x .** x9qc,,c,_l) 
> + 

= holim, BuxSUxA(N;y(‘ig))+. 
xsP+’ 

The horizontal face maps X,, * + X,_ 1, * are all homotopy equivalence, and so the 
inclusion Q(NcY(W)+) = X0,, E X,, is also a homotopy equivalences. 0 

Of course this could be generalized to a larger class of ring functors and bimodules, 
in the same vein as the result above. 

1.4.7. THH with coefficients in bilinear bimodules may be modelled as a simplicial 
abeliao group. Recall that if Y is a simplicial abelian group we may define the loop 
space on Y to be the simplicial abelian group s2Y = s,bns(S’, Y) where s,bns(-, Y) is 
given the usual abelian group structure. Furthermore, we may for any functor from 
a small category to the category of simplicial abelian groups, say Y : %f + sdb, define 
the homotopy colimit holim7 Y by using sums instead of wedges in the simplicial 
replacement lemma (see [S, Chapter XII, Section 51). 

Let A be a ring functor on %‘, and let P be a bilinear A-module. More precisely: we 
assume that P E LV factors through 

and that the action of A is distributive over addition, i.e. the two obvious maps 

(PX(a, b) x PX(a, b)) A AY(c, a) + PXh ‘(c, b) 

are equal. Then we can rewrite THH(A, P) in the following fashion. 
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1.4.8. Proposition. Let A and P be as above, then THH(A, P) is weakly equivalent to 

the (pre-) simplicial abelian group 

p H holim, au” @ Wc,,,cP) O~[A”l(c~,co)l 
XsP+ (CO....,Cp)Ev+ 

@ ... @ZIAXp(cp,cp-~)l . I 
Proof. By Lemma 1.6.9 we may assume that ‘% only has a finite number of objects, and 
hence it is possible to choose a common constant c for the connectivity of the structure 
maps for A and P (see Definition 1.1.1(2)). 

Letx=(x,,...,x,)EI . *+I Then by the Freudenthal suspension theorem 

lim,, Q~(,~“‘A P”“(c,,c,)AA”‘(c,,c,)A~ .AA”’ (cp+)) 

is ( ux) - 2p - 1 connected. Now, by the requirement on P as an element of L%? 

Sk/\ P”(Cg,C*) z Sk-’ A(S’ AP"(co,c,)) + Sk-IA P”+l(co,cp) 

is k + 2n - 3 - c connected, and so SN A Pxo(cO, cp) + PXO+N(~o, c,) is 2x,, + N - 
3 - c connected. Thus 

is x0 + ( ux) - p - 3 - c connected. But the latter formula is, by the description of 
homology by means of spectra, just the reduced homology of Axl(cI,co)A ... A 

A+(c,, cp_ 1) with coefficients in Pxo(co, cp). This is hence weakly equivalent to 

Pxo(co, c,) @Q ~[A”‘(c,, co) A ... A A+&,, c,_ 1)] . 

Now, this is ux - 1 - p connected, so by Blakers-Massey 

V Pxo(co, cp) 8 z[A”‘(cl, co) A a-. A A+&,, cp_ 1)] 
(co,...,c,)&+ 

s @ Pxo(co,cp) O~[Axl(c,,co)A .a. A Ax~(cp,cp_I)] 
(c0,....c&,)E’6P+’ 

is 2( ux) - 2p - 3 connected. 
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Collecting all maps we get that 

is min(xO - p - 3 - c, ( ux) - 2p - 3) connected (where we have used the identity 
z[X A Y] z d[X] @ g[ Y] in the last statement, and again loops of simplicial 
abelian groups are chosen as above). The map on homotopy colimits (as sets) is 
consequently a weak equivalence. Note that in representing the latter homotopy 
colimit it does not matter, up to weak equivalence, whether we use wedges or sums in 
the simplicial replacement functor. This follows by Blakers-Massey and the fact that 
the connectivity increases with the cardinality of ux. Letting p vary and going to the 
diagonal we get the stated result. 0 

1.5. Cyclic structure and topological cyclic homology 

The examples of calculations for THH above are somewhat deceiving, since 
a major importance of the THH construction lies in the fact that we obtain a cyclic 
structure when the ring functor itself serves as the bimodule. The computations in 
1.4.3, 1.4.6 and 1.4.8 do not preserve this cyclic structure, but in general we will try to 
keep this structure as long as possible. Going carefully through the proofs in the 
rational and the X I+%‘-,-)+ AX examples we may in fact recover the cyclic 
structure. We will not do so here, but for general computations it will be essential that 
we carry with us this information. 

1.5.1. Definition. Let sd, be the edgewise subdivision functor (see [3] or 1.5.Q and 
note that the definition extends to precyclic objects to give a precyclic object with 
a natural C, action. We say that a precyclic map f: X + Y is a C-equivalence if sd,f cr 
is a weak equivalence for all r. 

If f, in addition to being a C-equivalence, is actually a cyclic map, this implies that 1 f 1 

is a C, equivariant homotopy equivalence for every r. This is true since for all C, c C, 
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commutes giving that 1 f 1” is a homotopy equivalence, and so 1 f 1 is a C, equivariant 
homotopy equivalence by the equivariant Whitehead theorem [16]. 

Let A be a ring functor on a small category %? and let I E ZV. In dimension q - 1 we 
have 

(s~,THH(A)~~),_~ = (THH,,_,(A))C~ = 
( 

holim 
xspp 

QUXV(A)(~) 
> 

= h$m, (~“CrY”V(A)(~“‘))Cr 

c, 

where xU’ E Z4’ is the image of the r-fold diagonal of x E Zq (which are the only fixed 
points under the C, action on Zrq). 

Note that I(S*l A ... ASXq)“‘Ic~ g IS”’ A ... AS”11 and I V(A)(x”‘)lcr z I V(A)(x)l. By 
restricting the C, equivariant maps from [(PA 0.. AF)“)l to I V(A)(x”‘)l to the 
fixed point sets of the C, action we get a map to 

holim QV(A)(x) = THZZ,_ iA. 
x.14 

This map extends to a simplicial map denoted 4,. Likewise we may define a map 

(sdJX&4))c~ + (sd,THH(A))c~ 

also denoted 4,. 

1.52. Definition. The map constructed above is the Frobenius map 

4, : s~JWH(A)~-. + sd, THH(A)C’. 

Note that in view of the results in [9], the map 4, should definitely not be called the 
Frobenius map. In fact, the inclusion of fixed points is very much closer to the classical 
Frobenius map on the Witt vectors. However, in this paper we will stick to the 
notation in [3] etc. 

Let 9 be the category with objects the natural numbers, and a morphism 
fP,4 : paq + a for every triple a, p, q E N subject to fP,4 0 fi,s = fpr,qs. If A is a unital ring 
functor there is a functor T from 9 to spaces sending a E ob9 to Isd,THH(A)“I 

and f,., to I$,,1 0 i, where i,: Isd,,THH(A)Cn~I g ) THH(A)ICnq E I THH(A)ICE E 

1 sd, THH(A)CE I is the inclusion. 

1.5.3. Definition. Let A be a unital ring functor and T : 9 + spaces the functor above. 
Then 

TC(A) = holim T 
‘.% 

is called the topological cyclic homology of A. 
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A map A + B of unital ring functors which gives a C-equivalence 
THH(A) + THH(B) clearly induces a homotopy equivalence TC(A) + TC(B). This 
is one of the motivations for the care taken with the cyclic structure in the next section. 
Another approach would be that of Goodwillie [S] who characterized the fibre of the 
Frobenius map sds,THH(A)Csr + 4THH(A)Cs as lh+, Q”(THH(A; Smk,) uP to 
natural equivalence. His proof passes over to our case by replacing W = 

XA(A(P)A ... A A(S”j))“” with X A V(A)(x”‘“) everywhere. Thus we get that any 
map A + I3 inducing a weak equivalence THH(A; X) --t THH(B; X) for every finite 
pointed simplicial set X induces a weak equivalence on TC. 

However, in proving the theorems we are concerned with in this chapter, giving the 
appropriate weak equivalences is often not much simpler than giving the C-equiva- 
lences, and we will stick to this more direct route. We conclude this section with some 
notions useful at that end. References for unproven statements are [14] for general 
presimplicial properties, [lo] appendix for precyclic properties, and [3] for subdivi- 
sion and general cyclic properties. 

1.5.4. Presimplicial sets. Given two presimplicial maps f; g : X + Y we say that they 
are prehomotopic (earlier: “semi-homotopic”) if there exists a presimplicial map 
H: H x d(1) --) Y such that f(x) = H(x,(l, . . . , 1)) and g(x) = H(x, (0, . . . ,O)) for any 
XE X, where (1, . . ..l) and (0, . . ..O) in d(l), = d([q],[l]) are the maps sending 
everything to 1 and 0 respectively. Similarly a prehomotopy equivalence is a presim- 
plicial map f: X + Y such that there exists a map g: Y +X such that both the 
composites gfand fg are prehomotopic to the identity. The realization of a presim- 
plicial set X is defined just as for a simplicial set: 

II x II = LI I Ll Ml x xD*6 4 - (6 0*x) 
4 

for 0 E &,(Cpl, Cd), CJ E I&p)1 and x E X,. 

For simplicial spaces this is the same as the thick realization of Segal [15]. Recall 
the construction X ~2 for adjoining degeneracies to a simplicial set described in 
1.3.1. The spaces 1x1 and 11 X(1 are homeomorphic, and if X already is a simplicial 
set then the canonical map _? +X is a weak equivalence. We may even display 
a section: if x E X, there is a unique surjective map 4 E A([q], [p]) and y E X, 
such that x = X 0 #J(Y). We then send x to y in the 4th coordinate. We say that 
two presimplicial maps are weakly homotopic if their realizations are homotopic, 
and that a map is a weak equivalence if the realization is a homotopy equivalence. 
If X is a simplicial set or a Kan presimplicial set [14] then two maps X + Y are 
weakly homotopic if they are prehomotopic, and if Y is a Kan as well these notions 
coincide. 

Let G be a group and X a presimplicial set on which G acts presimplicially. Then 
2 naturally becomes a simplicial G set. If X already were a simplicial G set then 
_$! + X induces a G equivariant homotopy equivalence 12 1 + 1X 1. 
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1.5.5. Edgewise subdivision. Let r E N. Consider the functor sd,: A + A given by 
sending an object [q] to 

r times 

P= C(4 + lb - 11 Cd “Cd u ... 

and a morphism 4 : [q] + [p] to 

4” . . . “4:Cql IA ... ucd -+CPl I-l ... “L-PI 

(i.e. sd,+(a(q + 1) + b) = a(p + 1) + I#@) for 0 I a < r and 0 I b I q). If X is a sim- 
plicial object we define sd,X to be X 0 sd,. If X is a simplicial set there is a homeomor- 
phism of realizations D,: 1 sd,XI 5 1x1 (see [3]). Note that sd, restricts to a functor 

A, -, A,,,, and so can we define sd,X for any presimplicial object. 
The realization of a cyclic set comes naturally with a circle action, and we will be 

concerned with the action of the finite subgroups. Using the edgewise subdivision, this 
action can be described simplicially. Let C, s S’ denote the subgroup of the circle 
with I elements. Given a (pre-) cyclic set X, the rth edgewise subdivision has a (pre-) 
simplicial C, action given by tfP++ll,,_ 1 :X,,+ lJr_ 1 = (sd,X), + (sd,X),. In the cyclic 
situation we get that Isd,XcVl 2 (XIcr where X is some cyclic set. 

1.5.6. Special homotopies. Let 9 be the groupoid on two objects, i.e., is the category 
with two objects, say 0 and 1, and two non-identity isomorphisms 0 -P 1 and 1 + 0. 
Recall that the cyclic nerve of a category V is a cyclic set, and that the C, fixed points 
sd,NcY(V)Cr can naturally be identified with NcY(V). This fact, together with the fact 
that A(1) = N(0 + 1) is a subset of NCY(S) makes the following definition useful. 

1.5.7. Definition (Special homotopies [lo]). Let f, g : X + Y be two precyclic maps. 
We say that f and g are specially homotopic if there is a precyclic map 

H:X x NcY(3) + Y 

such that f(x) = H&,(1 = 1 = .*e = 1)) and g(x) = H&(0 = 0 = ... = 0)) for any 
x E X,. We will say that f is a special homotopy equivalence if there exists a pre- 
cyclic map5 Y + X such that both fo fand fare specially homotopic to the identity. 
In this case we will say that X and Y are specially homotopy equivalent, and thatfis 
a special homotopy inverse. 

1.5.8. Lemma (McCarthy [lo]). Zf f,g : X + Y are specially homotopic maps and 
X a cyclic set, then for all r > 0, sd,f cr and sd&: sd,Xcr --t sd,Y” are prehomotopic 
(and hence weakly homotopic). Zf f has a special homotopy inverse and both X and Y are 
cyclic sets, then sd,f cr is a prehomotopy equivalence, and thus f is a C-equivalence. 

Proof. We have by the observation sd,Ncy(S)CV = NCY(9) above, that 

sd,(X x NcY(3))” = sd,X’* x NcY(9) 
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and so by restriction to A(1) we get a prehomotopy 

sd,X’. x A(1) + sd,XC, 

from sdrfcr to sd&. The last statement now follows. l-i 

1.5.9. Presimplicial simplicial sets. Quite often the lack of degeneracies in a presim- 
plicial simplicial set causes no trouble if we have degreewise equivalences to a bisim- 
plicial set. Below follow some useful lemmas. The last is especially important as it tells 
us how to translate special homotopy equivalences of precyclic simplicial sets to C- 
equivalences of cyclic simplicial sets. 

1.510. Lemma. Zf X + Y E s,Ins A: is a map of presimplicial pointed simplicial sets 
such that X,3 Y, E s,bns is a weak equivalence for every q then X + Y is a weak 
equivalence. 

Proof. Note that even if we adjoin degeneracies to both X and Y we still have 
a degreewise weak equivalence 

zq = X,=+ II Y, = fp. 
PS4 PS4 

surjective ~EA([ql,[pl) surjective ~EA([ql,[pl) 

This means (see [S] XII, 4.21) that diagz + diag ? (diagonals of bisimplicial sets) is 
a weak equivalence and so 1 X 111 F 1 is a homotopy equivalence. 0 

1.511. Lemma. Let A g : V + W E s* bnsAE be two prehomotopic maps of presimpiicial 
objects. Assume there is a degreewise weak equivalence h : V + X where X is a simplicial 
object (bisimplicial set). Then If”1 and Igl are homotopic. 

Proof. Let H: V x A [l] + W be the prehomotopy. Adjoining degeneracies this is 
a map fi:m[l] -,fi which upon restriction to VVv =m~m[l] is 
simply TV& As h : V, +X, is a weak equivalence for each q, we get that 
hxid:I/,xA([q],[l]) -,X,xA([q],[l]) is a weak equivalence, and so by Lemma 
1.5.10 we get that 

m[l] 2 X-Cl] -+XxA[l] +dxA[l] +-PxA[l] 

is a weak equivalence. Let (m [ l] I * I r ) x I A [l] I be any map representing this 
weak equivalence. There is a lifting of this map which upon restriction to 
l~lVIPI~l~lxlA[l]I is th e inclusion (factor the map into a trivial cofibration 
followed by a trivial fibration. The cofibration splits, and as ( P ( V I f I H ) q I x ) A [l] I 

is a cofibration we may lift past the trivial fibration). Hence this lifting composed with 
Ifi I is the desired homotopy. 0 
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1.512. Proposition. Assume that we are in the situation depicted in the diagram in 
s, bn& below 

XfY 

I I 
ET v-w 

where X G Y is actually a cyclic pointed simplicial set map. 
Suppose for all r, q > 0 the vertical maps induced degreewise weak equivalences 

Vs;- 1 + X$ I and Wr$ 1 + Y F;_ 1 and that the bottom horizontal map is a special 
homotopy equivalence. Then f is a C-equivalence, and so for all r, the realization 1 f 1 is 
a C, equivariant homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. The hypotheses assure that (sdlVcr),_ 1 = V& 1 1 X$, = (sd,Xcr),_ 1 is a 
weak equivalence. In particular, by the lemma above, it shows that any prehomotopy 
sd,F x A(1) + sd,VCr induces a homotopy on realization. The same considerations 
apply to W and Y. If S is the special homotopy inverse to g let H : V x Ncy(9) + V be 
the special homotopy form the identity to 40s. Then sd,(V x NcY($))c~ = 
sd,Fx N”Y($), and so sdrHCr is a special homotopy (and in particular a pre- 

homotopy) from the identity to sd,(gog)‘r. Likewise for the other composition. By 

Lemma 1.511 we have that sd,V ‘* --f sdr W cr is a weak equivalence for all r and hence 

we are done. 0 

1.6. Basic properties 

In this section we will establish some basic properties for the THH construction of 
Section 1.3. We first will show that THH behaves well under natural isomorphisms of 
the underlying category, and that it commutes with the direct limit of finite full 
subcategories. Then we show that stably equivalent ring functors have the same THH. 
Some of these facts we have already used. The matrix ring functor was defined in 1.2.6 
and we display the presence of a “trace” map in order to show Morita equivalence. 
Lastly we will show how THH may be calculated as BSkstedt’s topological Hoch- 
schild homology of an FSP. Throughout this section we will be using ring functors 
without units as a computational tool, and the reader is referred to the end of the 
previous section for notation pertaining to presimplicial objects. In particular, remem- 
ber that prehomotopic maps between simplicial sets give rise to homotopic maps on 
realization, and that specially homotopic maps between cyclic sets give rise to 
C, equivariant homotopy equivalences on realization for all r. Even though the 
procedure chosen is perhaps a bit non-standard, we hope that the reader will 
appreciate the fact that so many of the following questions can be taken care of by 
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repeating the same few tricks over and over again. This approach will, among other 
things, allow us to give a direct proof of Morita equivalence without reference to the 
standard bisimplicial space mapping by weak equivalences to both THH of the ring 
functor and the matrices. 

1.6.1. Behavior of THH under natural isomorphisms and equivalences. We start out by 
noting that THH is insensitive to natural isomorphisms of functors. We say that two 
ring functors on V, say A0 and At, are isomorphic if there are natural isomorphisms of 
functors A,, + A1 and A1 + A,, compatible with the multiplicate structure (and unit if 
there is one). Likewise for (bi)modules. Up to natural isomorphism THH obviously 
does not see the difference. As a particular example consider the following: 

If 4 : 9 + V in any functor and if A is a ring functor on %’ and P an A bimodule we 
let 4*A (resp. +*P) denote the composite of A (resp. P) with the functor s*bns@“@ + 
s, &@a09 induced by t$. This is a ring functor on 9 (with unit if A had one) and 4*P 
is a (unital) $*A bimodule. We have a map 6: THH(4*A, $*P) + THH(A, P) given 
by sending the (d,, . . . , dp) E W+ 1 summand of 

(do,,.,,d,)EP’+, P”“(~(d,),~(d,))AA”‘(~(d,),~(d,))A *** ~AX?4(4J,4(41-1)) V 

onto the (r$(d,), . . . , c#@,)) E W’+l summand of 

V PXo(~O,~p)A\AX’(~l,~g)A ... AAX~(~p,~p_l). 
(co,...,c,)EV’+’ 

1.6.2. Lemma. Let A be a ring functor on %? and P an A bimodule. If &, and C#J~ are 
naturally isomorphicfunctorsfiom 9 to %’ then THH(&A, &P) and THH(4:A, 4:P) 
are isomorphic. 

Proof. Let q : cj,-, + qbl be the natural isomorphism. Then 

Ax& ‘, vd : Ax(dd4 ddb)) -, A’(41 (4 41 (b)) 

(resp. P’(qp ‘, Q,)) induces a natural isomorphism between the functors &A and $:A 
(resp. &P and c#J:P) compatible with the multiplication (and unit if A has unit and 
P is unital). 0 

1.6.3. Corollary. Zf P = A in the above lemma we have an isomorphism of cyclic objects. 

However, one should be aware of the following subtle point. Although 
THH(&A, C&P) and THH($$A, #:P) are isomorphic, say by (q- ‘, q)*, the two maps 

THH(&A, $;P) ATHH(A, P) 

and 

THH(&A, 4;P) q THH($:A, c#$P) A THH(A, P) _ 

are not in general equal. However we have that 
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1.6.4. Lemma. The maps & and $1 0 (n-l, n)* are prehomotopic. 

Proof. We will define a map 

H : THH(&A, @P) x WY(Y) + THH(A, P) 

which upon restriction to d (1) c NcY(Y) is a prehomotopy from $,, to $i 0 (q- l, q)*. 
Let a = (ir t iO 4- il c e.. c i,_ I c iP) E N?(X). Then H, : THH,,(@A, &P) + 
THH,(A, P) is given by (notation will be explained below) 

holim au” V 
, 

PXo(qd;iO, &) A AX$Iii’, r&O) A . * * A A”+&‘9 &:“,--:) . 
xEP+’ $i,....,tJip 

Here V4i0,,.,,di, signifies that, say the (d,, . . . , d,) E SF1 summand, is sent onto the 
(c#Q,(&), . . . , 4ip(dp)) E Wp+ ’ summand. Q$” simply means t/4 1 : cjl (d,J + c#I~(c&), id$o(dkj 
or 14: &(dk) t &(dk) according to the value of f ik. This assembles to give the 
desired prehomotopy. 0 

1.6.5. Corollary. Zf P = A in the lemma above, the prehomotopy of the proof yields that 
& and iI 0 (n- ‘, n)* are specially homotopic. 

1.6.6. Proposition. Let r$ : 9 -+ %Z be an equivalence of categories, A a ring functor on 
V and P an A bimodule. Then 

6: THH(4*A,4*P) + THH(A, P) 

is a prehomotopy equivalence. Zf P = A this is a special homotopy equivalence, and so if 
A is unital this is a C-equivalence. 

Proof. Let 1+9 : V + 9 be an inverse. Then 

THH(A, P) E THH($*4*A, rc/*$*P) sTHH(A, P) 

and 

THH@*A, #*P) A THH(A, P) z THH($*+*A, t/+*d~*P) * THH@*A, $*P) 

are both prehomotopic (specially homotopic if P = A) to the identity. 0 

In particular, this means that we can define THH uniquely up to special homotopy 
for all categories equivalent to small ones. 

1.6.7. Example. Let 4 : 9 + %T be an equivalence, and consider the ring functors on 
‘$7 of the type of Examples 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. More precisely, let M be a subcategory of the 
category of sets containing the image of the morphism set functor 
U(-,-) : W x Gz? + M c 6ns. Assume our ring functor factors as 

fs, Bns 5 s* bns M w-r, s*&nswk’8* 
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By the proposition above get that THH(4*(%(-,-)*)oF) and THH((%(-,-)*)oF) 
are specially homotopic. On the other hand, as 4 is an equivalence of categories it 
induces a natural isomorphism between (g(-,-)*)o F and 4*(%(--,-)*)o F, and so 

THH((Q(-,-)*)oF) z THH(+*(%?(-,-)*)oF)a THH((V(-,-)*)oF) 

is a special homotopy equivalence. 

This will be important in Chapter 2 where we consider THH as a functor from 
exact categories via the linear ring functor of Example 1.2.3, and so we get that THH 
sends natural equivalences to C-equivalences. 

1.6.8. Topological Hocbschild homology commutes with direct limits. Let V be a small 
category and let J be a directed set of subcategories of V with the property that for any 
object c E % there is aj E J such that c ~j. We then say that J is a saturated directed set 
in %. By abuse of notation we will use the same letter for an element in J and its 
inclusion into %. 

1.6.9. Lemma. Let J be a saturated directed set in W, A a ring functor on %Z and P an 
A bimodule. Then the map 

“1 THH( j*A, j *P) + THH(A, P) 
jcJ 

is an isomorphism. 

Proof. The colimit commutes with the homotopy colimit, so for every x E Ip+ ’ we 
consider the map 

5 sZU”V( j*,4, j *P)(x) + QUxV(A, P)(n). 
jsJ 

A map from IS”“I to 1 V(A, P)(x)1 has compact image, and hence must stay within 
a finite number of summands. As J is saturated and directed, there is a j E J such that 
the image is contained in summands indexed by elements in j. This gives the desired 
result. 0 

If j: 9 c %T is any subcategory we will often write Al, (resp. PI,) for j*A (resp. j*P), 
the restriction to 9. Taking J to be a set of finite subsets (i.e. discrete subcategories) of 
obV such that any object in %? is eventually contained in some j E J, the lemma above 
tells us that THH(A, P) only depends on the values on finite discrete subcategories 
THH(AIj, Pi)- 

1.6.10. Stably equivalent ring functors. We have already used the following. Let 
4 : AI + A2 be a stable equivalence (see 1.1.1 for definition) of ring functors on %, and 
PI -+ Pz a stable equivalence of bimodules (meaning that PI is an A, bimodule and 
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Pz is an A2 bimodule (and hence an A1 bimodule via 4) and that there is a map 

PI + Pz compatible with the bimodule structures over AI such that Z’i +& is 
a stable equivalence.) Then we have 

1.6.11. Lemma (THH is invariant under stable equivalence). The stable equivalence 
(A, + AZ, PI + Pz) induces a weak equivalence THH(AI, Pl)a THH(A2, P2). Zf 
PI = AI and P2 = Az this is a C-equivalence. 

Proof. We immediately get that as the cardinality ofx E Zp+ ’ gets bigger, the connect- 
ivity of 

grows to infinity. Hence THHp(A1, PI) + THHp(A2, Pz) is a weak equivalence for all 
p. The first statement then follows by Lemma 1.5.10. 

In the case where the ring functors themselves serve as bimodules, we will show that 
sd,(THH(A,))2 + sd,(TZUf(Az))2 is a weak equivalence for all 4 and the result 
follows as above. 

(sd,THH(Ak)cr),_ 1 = (THH,,_ l(Ak))cr 

> 
cr 

= holim Q”V(A,)(x) 
-G? 

= h$rqn, (QU@“‘)V(A,)(xUr))cr 

where xUr E Zq’ is the image of the r-fold diagonal of x E Zq (which are the only fixed 
points under the C, action on Zrq). Now, for any C, c C,, letting t = r/s 

V(A,)(X”‘)~* = (~,,,,,,~~~l_,~((A;l(c,,c-,)n +.. AA?@,,+,) 
P 

AW’(cq+~,cq)~ ..- AA~(c~~,c~~_~)A ..a 

A(AkXI(cb-1)4+1,cg-1)4 )A ..a AA~(c_~~,c,q-I))“S)CS 

E V(A,)(x”‘). 

By Lemma 1.6.9 we may assume that %? is finite, so to have some concrete numbers to 
work with, say that A’j (a, b) + Al@, b) is 2n - c connected for some constant c (de- 
pending on neither u, b nor n). Then Y(AI)(x”‘)cS + V(A,)(X~‘)‘~ is t C(2Xi - c)- 
connected, and hence by Lemma 3.11 of [3] 

(Q “‘xy”V(A,)(x”r))c~ + (Q”c”““V(A,)(xU’))ca 

is t C(xi - c) connected. In particular, if r = s this is C(xi - c)-connected and by 
Lemma 1.5.10 we are done. 0 

1.6.12. Preservation of products. In this subsection assume we are given two small 
categories Vi and V2 and assume that AI E SW1 and Az E 9”vz and that PI and 
Pz are AI and Az bimodules. For the time being we will not assume the presence of 
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a unit. Recall the definitions of Ai x AZ, A, V A2 and Ai u AZ (see 1.2.5 and 1.2.10). 
Similarly we can define the bimodules PI x Pz, PI V Pz and PI u Pz. In the unital case, 
the first and last bimodules will be unital as well, but the wedge will not. 

Let X=(XO,...,Xp)EIP+l. Note that V(AIUAz,P1 UP&x) = T/(A1,PI)(x)V 
V(A2,P,)(x) (the only summands surviving in V(A, u A,,P, UP,)(x) are the ones 
where all co, . . . , cp lie in the same component of G$i u%J. Hence the inclusion 
V(Ai, PI)(x) V V(A2, P*)(x) E I/(AI, PI)(x) x V(A1, P&x) induces a map j : THH 

(A, LI AZ, PI LI Pz) -+ THH(At, PI) x THH(A& Pz). 

1.6.13. Lemma. Let AI E %-VI and AZ E %SF?~ and let PI and P2 be AI and AZ 
bimodules. Then 

j: THH(A,~A,,P,~P,) + THH(AI,PI)x THH(A,,P,) 

is a weak equivalence. Zf PI = AI and Pz = Az it induces a C-equivalence, and hence in 
the unital case 1 j) is a C, equivariant homotopy equivalence for all r. 

Proof. Blakers-Massey guarantees that 

V(Ai, p&(x) V V(&, Q(x) E V(A,,P,)(x) x v(Az, P&4 

is 2( ux) - 2p - 3 connected, and so j is a weak equivalence. 
For the Pk = Ak case consider for all q > 0 and subgroups C, E: C, the map 

j$ I : THH,(A1 u A# + (THH,_,(A,)x THH,_,(A,))C~. 

Letting p = q/r this is just the map: 

holim (QUX”’ P(A,)(x”‘)V I’(&)(0) c. 

-GT+ 

+ holim (~Uxy’ 
-z7 

~(Ai)(U x J’(&)(x”‘)) c, 

Now, 

and likewise for the product, so 

(J’(Ai)(x”‘) V W2W”)) ‘. + (V(A1)(xYr) x I’(A,)(x”‘))~~ 

is 2( ux) - 2p - 3 connected (and similarly for the subgroups of C,), and so by [3, 
Lemma 3.111 the map (sZux”‘V(A,)(xU’)V V(A,)(X”‘))‘~ +(B”“U’I/(AI)(x”‘) x 
V(A,)(X~‘))~~ is ( ux) - 2p - 3 connected. 

Hence it follows that sd,jp G = js 1 is a weak equivalences for all q > 0 and C, G C,. 
By Lemma 1.5.10 and the equivariant Whitehead lemma, the result follows. 0 

1.6.14. Notation. From now we will need precise notation for handling the various 
indexations for V(A,P)(x). If E is some set, we let {E}p denote the set of functions 
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Z/(p + 1)Z --) E. If e E {El, we write ei for e(i). If we write {U}, where V is some small 
category, we shall mean {o&7},. We shall choose indexation such that the face maps 
(and cyclic permutations if P = A) on V(A, P)( x corresponds to the cyclic actions on ) 
{E}p. Thus for instance, using that smash is distributive over wedge up to natural 
isomorphism, we get that V(A1 V AZ, PI V P2)(x) could be written out as 

V 
((C’,c*,r)~V’Xr8~X(1,2}}~ 

P:,“(c;p, CJP) A A;;@;‘, c’d) A . . . A A:$& c;_ 1). 

The natural map fx: V(Ai x AZ, PI x P&x) + V(Al, PI)(x) x V(Az, P2)(x) restricts 
to a projection gx: l’(Ai VA*, PI V P2)(x) + V(Al, PI)(x) V V(A2, PJ(x) which we may 
give a section as follows. In the notation above gx is given by sending the (c1,c2,r)th 
summand to the basepoint if r is not constant, and onto the rth summand if r is either 
E 1 or ~2. Choose some fixed but arbitrary object (a, b) E %Zl x %Z2 and define 

a section ix: T/(Ar, Pi)(x)V V(A2, P2)(x) + V(A1 V A2, P1 V P2)(x) by sending the 

(&..., c;, E uq’ 1 c (%gl LIv2)p+’ onto the (cl, b, 1) summand, and likewise for the 
other summands. This defines a simplicial map i: THH(A1 ti A2, PI u P2)(x) + 
THH(Al V A2, PI V P2). We use this to prove: 

1.6.15. Proposition (Preservation of products). Let Al E 9%‘; and A2 E SUU, and let 
PI and P2 be unital bimodules. Then 

THH(AI x AZ, PI x P2)-f- THH(A1, PI) x TZ-ZH(A2, P2) 

is a weak equivalence. If PI = Al and P2 = A2, then f is a C-equiualence, and so 1 f 1 is 
a C, equivariant homotopy equivalence for every I > 0. 

Proof. Let X = THH(A1 x A2, PI x P2), Y = THH(A1, PI) x THH(A2, P2), V = 
THH(Al V Al, PI V P2) and W = THH(A1 u A2, PI u P2), and consider the diagram 

f 
X-Y 

I I 
j 

g 
v-w 

We want to show that all maps are weak equivalences, and that if Pk = Ak we are in 
the situation of Lemma 1.5.12. 

By Blakers-Massey the product and wedge ring functors and bimodules are stably 
homotopic so by Lemma 1.6.11 the map I/ + X is a degreewise weak equivalence, and 
if Pk = At (for k = 1 and 2) a degreewise weak equivalence on sd,(-)c7. 

As to the lower horizontal map, we have defined a section i of g, so g 0 i = idw and 
we define a map H: V x iVcy(f) + I/ which upon restriction to A(1) E NcY(4) is 
a prehomotopy from the identity to i 0 g. If ~1 = (ip c i0 c il c ... ip_ 1 c ip) E NF(9) 
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let C#J. be the self-map of the indexing set {(%‘I x WJ x {1,2}}, given by 

1 

Cc: > b, 1) if rk = 1 and ik = 0, 

&(cl, c2, W) = (4 ck2,2) if r, = 2 and ik = 0, 

(c~,c~,rk) if ik = 1. 

Then we define H_: V(A1 V A2, P1 V P2)(x) + V(AI V A2, P1 V P2)(x) by sending y in 
the (c1,c2,r) summand to 

H&Y) = 
y in the c#J.(c’,c~,P-) summand if ik = 0 =S rf = I~+ 1, 

* otherwise. 

Applying B Q and going to the limit this defines, as p varies, a prehomotopy when 
restricting to A(1) E NcY(4) and if Pk = Ak a special homotopy (to see this notice that 
djy = * if rj # rj+ 1). Hence V + W is a prehomotopy equivalence and if Pk = Ak 

a special homotopy equivalence. Together with the above lemma we have now proven 
that all maps are weak equivalences, and collecting everything we have proven for the 
Pk = At part we see that we are in the situation of Lemma 1.5.12 and the result 
follows. 0 

Comment. After such a lengthy proof it is worthwhile to extract the ideology used. 
The following should not be considered as a part of this section (or even this paper), 
but is meant as an aid for the interested reader. 

Let P = A for simplicity. As advertised many times, the crucial step in this approach 
was that we exchanged the original ring functors with more accessible ones without 
unit. The accessibility lies in the fact that, in the notation above, we were able to give 
a “simple” description of a splitting of the map I/ --, W, and furthermore, we could 
give an explicit homotopy 

The latter was built on the following idea which we shall have occasion to use many 
times. Think of an element a = (i, + i,, t ... c ip) E N:(Y) as a string of actions on 

AYco, cJ f\ ... A AXp(cp,cp_ 1) testing compatibility between two pairs. By this we 
mean the following: “if ik equals zero, test whether AXk+‘(ck+ I,ck) and Ax&(+, ck_ 1) 

always multiply trivially. If it does, send everything to the basepoint, but otherwise 
leave it as it is.” This is a presimplicial (even precyclic) gadget, for taking any other face 
map but the kth, we still have the same potential question (moved appropriately); and 
if we use the kth face map, the knowledge of whether the question was asked 
disappears, but this becomes irrelevant for if it would have been answered affirmative- 
ly we are sent to the basepoint in either case. 

Thus if the difference between two self-maps on V(A)(x) can be expressed by some 
criterion of “non-compatibility” implying trivial multiplication, we are able to bridge 
them by a homotopy, as examplified with A = AI V A2 in the proof. Here this criterion 
was that the index did not stay within one of the categories (and hence forcing some 
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face map to be trivial). Of course, there is the additional problem with putting the final 
answer in the right summand, but this should be regarded as technical. For an 
example not containing this extra difficulty see below. However, there is one point 
related to this that we should be aware of. The exchange of wedges for products 
allowed us to use the natural distributivity of smash over wedges, making it possible 
to write out V(A)(x) as a wedge over an indexing set. It is important that we make this 
indexation compatible with the precyclic actions. More precisely: the index sets are 
maps from Z/(p + 1)Z and so cyclic sets themselves, and the face maps and cyclic 
operators of V(A)(x) should send summands onto each other in accordance with the 
operations on the indexation. We see that this is the case with the indexation 
{Ul x g2 x {1,2}}, of V(A1 VA,)(x). If we have an element y in the (cl, c2, r) summand 
then dIy naturally lies in the dI(c’, c2, r) summand (note that if rj # rj+ 1 it is sent to the 
basepoint). 

We also have to check that the reindexation C$ is a precyclic map (in the sense that 
dI4a = 4djadI and likewise for the cyclic operator). Now it is easy to see that 

1 

djy in the dj~.(c’,c’,r) summand if for 0 I k I p, 

dIK,x(Y) = ik = 0 ark = rk+l, 

* otherwise. 

and 

dly in the ~~jadl(C1,C2,r) summand if for 

Hdp, djx (djy) = O<k#j<p, ik=O*rk=rk+l, 

* otherwise. 

are equal: 

ij rj = rj+l Hdj.,djx(djy) = djHa.x(y) 

0 Yes Yes (Automatic) 
0 No Yes (both = *) 
1 Yes Yes (No rj = rj+ t condition 

1 No Yes on H_(y) either) 

All this testing is implicit in the text proper, and will not be carried through from now on. 

It is perhaps noteworthy that a similar, but somewhat easier proof yields that if we 
had used the internal product of ring functors we would have had the same statement. 
More precisely: if V = %?, = g2 in the above situation, we define the internal product 
of A1 and A2 to be diag*(A, x A2) where diag: %? + V x %? is the diagonal inclusion. 

- 
There is a map fodiag: THH(diag*(A, x A2),diag*(P, x P2)) + THH(A1,P1) x 
THH(A2, P2), and laziness dictates that we call it simply f (for the definition of C$ see 
1.6.1). We still get that 

THH(diag*(Al VA,), diag*(Pi V P2)) + THH(diag*(A, x A2),diag*(P, x P2)) 
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is induced by stable equivalences, and what one must show is that 

THH(diag*(A, VAz),diag*(P1 V Pz)) and THH((A1 uA,),(P, u Pz)) 

are prehomotopy equivalent (specially homotopy equivalent if Pk = Ak). 
So writing this out, we get that V(diag*(Ar x Az),diag*(P1 x P2))(x) equals 

V P:,“(co,c,)AA~~(cl,co)A ... AX;(c,,c,-1). 
(c.r)~{Yx{Lql, 

Let ix: V(Ar UAL,P1 uP2) = I/(Ai,Pr)(x)V V(A,,P,)(x) + Y(diag*(Ai VA2), 
diag*(P, VP,))(x) be the inclusion and gx: V(A1 VA2,P1 VP,)(x) = V(A1,P1)(x)V 
V(A,,P,)(x) be the splitting given by sending all summands but the ones 
with constant r’s to the basepoint. This induces a map 

g : THH(diag* (A, V AZ), diag*(P1 V P2)) + THH(AI u Al, PI u Pz) 

(which is simply g odiag in the in the notation of 1.6.14) with section i 

1.6.16. Lemma (Preservation of internal product). Let Al and A2 be two ringfunctors 
on %? with unit and let PI and P2 be unital bimodules. Then 

THH(diag*(Ar x Az),diag*(P, x P2))-s-* THZ-Z(A1,P1) x THH(A,,P,) 

is a weak equivalence. Zf PI = AI and P2 = A2 then it is a C-equivalence. 

Proof. The only thing remaining to demonstrate is that we have a map 

H : THH(diag*(A1 V A*),diag*(P, V P2)) x WY($) 

+ THH(diag*(A1 VA,), diag*(Pr V P2)) 

which upon restriction to A(1) G N”Y(Y) is a prehomotopy from the identity to i 0 g 
and which in the Pk = Ak case is a special homotopy. If a = (i, + i0 t 
iI + ... i,_ 1 c i,,) E N;(9) and y is in the (c, r) E {% x (1,2}}, summand we define 

K,,(Y) = 
i 

y if ik=O*rk=rk+l, 
* otherwise. 

Applying a Q and going to the limit, as p varies this defines a prehomotopy and if 
Pk = Ak a special homotopy. !J 

1.6.17. Morita Equivalence. Let A be a ring functor on V and P an A bimodule. Recall 
from Section 1.2.6 the definition of M,A and (M,A),. In the same fashion M,P (resp. 
(I&P),) is the M,A (resp. (M,A),) bimodule given by 

(M,P)x(C, D) = n V PX(pr,C,Pr,D) 

(resp. (KP)?(C D) = ( 
r. 

$ PXW,C, PrJ))) 
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with the obvious M,A (resp. (M,,A),) action. The inclusions (M,A), + M,A and 
(M,P), + M,P are stable equivalences, so for all practical purposes we may just as 
well work with the simpler wedge construction. 

Choose some arbitrary but fixed element a E 92. Let in : % + %T” be the inclusion into 
the first coordinate given by sending an arrow f in V to ( f, id,, . . . , id,) (it is not 
important that we use the identity on a, any idempotent would do, in particular if we 
have some sort of zero, we may use this instead). We have a map of ring functors on 
%? r,-: A --f in*(M,A)” by the inclusion 

A’tc,d) + AX(c,d)V !,f A’(c,a)V /I AX(a,d)V V AX(a,a) 
n-l It-1 (n-1)2 

= (M,A):(in(c), in(d)) 

q has a splitting E : in*(M,A), + A by the corresponding projection. Likewise for P. 
This induces 

i: THH(A,P)*THH(~~*(M,A)“,~I*(M,P)~)~ THH((M,A),,(M,P)J. 

Likewise we have inclusions of A into in*M,,A and P into in*M,P, and these are unital 
if A and P are. These inclusions factor through E followed by the stable equivalence 
induced from including the wedges into the products. Let j: THH(A,P) --) 
THH(M,A, M,P) denote the induced map. 

The advantage is i is that there is an easy “trace” map back, which we will now 
define. First write out V((M,A),,(M,P),)(x): 

V pxW$o~ pr&,) A .-. A AXP(pr,pCp,prSp_,CP- 1) 
(r,s,C)E{n”xv}, 

(see 1.6.14 for notation). Thus the inclusion above is given by sending the (co, . . . , cp) 

summand of V(A, P)(x) onto the (r, s, C) summand with Ct = (ckr a, ,.. ,a) and 
r=s=l. 

Then the trace map is defined by sending y in the (r,s, C) summand to 

Tr, (Y) = 
* ifrk#slrforsomek, 

y in the {k t+ pr,,&) summand if rk = sk for all k . 

This defines a map Tr: THH((M,A)“, (M,P)“) + THH(A,P), with Tr 0 i = id. 

1.6.18. Proposition (Morita equivalence). Let A be a unital ring functor on V, P a 
unital A bimodule and n EN. The inclusions defined above yield weak equivalences 
i: THH(A, P) + THH(M,A, M,P). If P = A this is a C-equivalence. 
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Proof. The framework of the proof is exactly as for the proof of preservation of 
product. Let X = V = THH(A, P), Y = THH(M,A, M,P), and W = THIYZ((M,A)~ x , 
(b&P),), and constder the diagram 

i 
X-Y 

II I 
VLW 

We want to show that all maps are weak equivalences, and that if P = A we are in the 
situation of Lemma 1.512. 

Now, Tr 0 i = id, and we will define a presimplicial homotopy (special if P = A) 
from io Tr to the identity. For each CI = (i, t i. t ... c i,_, c ip) E NT(Y) we 

define a map H,., : V(M,A, M,P)(x) + V(M,A, M,P) (x) as follows. Let & be the self- 
map of the indexing set (rr” x %?I, = &s(Z/(p + l)Z, n2 x %‘) given by 

(#&,&C)(k) = 

Now, if y is in the (r, s, C) summand 

&J(Y) 

= 
1 

y in the &(r,s, C) summand if il, = 0 * rk = Sk for all 0 I k I p, 

* otherwise. 

This assembles to a presimplicial homotopy from io Tr to the identity. Note that if 
P = A this actually defines a special homotopy. Cl 

1.6.19. Upper triangular matrices. In the previous subsection we saw that the trace 
gave rise to an equivalence between the THH of a ring functor and its matrices. If we 
restrict our attention to upper triangular matrices we note that the only sequences 
giving non-zero contribution to the generalized trace are in fact the ones deriving from 
diagonal elements. This is so because once one is outside the diagonal, the next 
element in the generalized trace must be on the other side of the diagonal. This 
observation may make the the proposition below more plausible, and will be apparent 
in the proof itself. 

Let A E 9V and let P be a bimodule. Recall from Section 1.2.7 the definition of T.A 
and (T,,A), In the same fashion T,,P (resp. (T,P)J is the T,A (resp. (T,A)J bimodule 
given by 

resp. (TJ%(C, D) = V Px(pr,C,prSD) 
S i ?Ell’ 
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with the obvious T,A (resp. (TJ)v) action. The inclusions (7’,_4)” + T,_4 and 
(TJ’)” + T,,P are stable equivalences. Indeed in this setting have a diagram of ring 
functors on %? 

l-IkonA 1 P 
T,,A - &,,A 

where i is given by the inclusion of the diagonal, and p by collapsing of off- 
diagonal summands. This is possible as no off-diagonal elements may multiply to give 
a diagonal element. We define the same maps on the bimodules giving us split 
injections 

THH(,AC9 
4 THH( T,,A, T,,P) 

THHkAi!p~ 4 THH((Tn& (Tnp)v) . 

Using the trace map again, we will show that the wedge models are specially 
homotopy equivalent. Note that even though both the inclusion and projection are 
defined if we use the product representations, the homotopy defined in the proof will 
not (be defined). 

1.6.20. Proposition. Let A be a ring jiinctor with unit on 59, P a unital A bimodule, and 
n EN. Then the inclusion i: THH( ntsn A, nIk.,, P) + THH(T,A, T,P) is split weak 
equivalence. If P = A then this is a C-equivalence. 

Proof. Now let X = THH( fl. A, n,, P), Y = THH(T,A, T,P), I/ = THH(V,, A, V” P) 
and W = THH((T,,A)“, (T,,P)J, and consider the diagram 

vLw 

We want to show that all maps are weak equivalences, and that if P = A we are in the 
situation of Lemma 1.5.12. 

By Blakers-Massey the ring functors and bimodules defined by product or wedge 
are stably homotopy equivalent so by Lemma 1.6.11 both vertical maps are degree- 
wise weak equivalences, and if P = A degreewise weak equivalences on sd,(-)“. 
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As to the lower horizontal map, the trace defines a special homotopy inverse to i as 
follows. We may write out V((T,,A), (T,,P),)(x) (resp. V( V,A, V,P)(x)) as 

V Pxo(Pr,oCo 3 Pr&,) A ... AAxp(pr,~C,,pr,~_,C,-l) 
(r,s,C)E{nx”xOP”Jp 

lit Si-1 

( 
resp. V PX%~roG,PrloC,) A ... AAxp(pr,~C,,pr,~C,-l) 

(r,C)E{nX,qp > 

Note that the condition ri = si for all i E Z/(p + l)Z of the trace definition in the 
previous section becomes ri = sj for all i, j when we include the additional requirement 
that ri 2 si_ 1 for all i. Thus we define Tr: THIYZ((T,A)~, (TJ’)“) + THH( V,A, V,P) 

by setting Tr, to be the map sending Y in the (r, s, C) coordinate to be 

Tr,(Y) = 
i 

y in the (r, C) summand if all ri and sj are equal, 
* otherwise. 

Thus we get for y in the (r, s, C) summand and z in the (r, C) summand that 

ix 0 Tr,( y) = 
y in the (r, s, C) summand if all ri and sj are equal, 

* otherwise. 

Tr, 0 ix(y) = 
z in the (r,C) summand if all ri and rj are equal, 
* otherwise. 

If a = (ip c&J Gil + ... ti,_l ti,)~N$($)let 

Ha,,: V((TJ)v, (TJ’)v)(4 -+ U(TJ)v, (TJ%)(x) 

be defined by sending y in the (r, s, C) summand to 

&,x(Y) = 
y in the (I, s, C) summand if ik = 0 * rk = Sk, 

* otherwise. 

Likewise we define 

by sending z in the (r, C) summand to 

G,,(z) = 
1 

y, in the (r,C) summand if ik = 0 + rk = rk+l, 
* otherwise. 

This defines maps H : V x WY(Y) + Y and G : W x Ncy(9) + W. When restricting to 
d( 1) c Ncy(9) we get that H is a prehomotopy from id, to i 0 Tr and G a pre- 
homotopy from idw to Tr 0 i. When P = A both are special homotopies. 

Hence V’- W is a prehomotopy equivalence. If Pk = Ak, V’- W is a special 
homotopy equivalence. So all maps in the diagram are weak equivalences, and in case 
P = A we see that we are in the situation of Lemma 1.5.12 and the result follows. 0 
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1.6.21 THH of any ring functor can be calculated by means of an FSP. Given an 
A E 959, recall the definition in 1.2.4 of FSPs [A] and [A]“. In the same manner we may 
define for any A bimodule P the [A] (resp. [A]“) b imodule [P] (resp. [PI”) given by 

cfY(x) = n v PX(%b) resp. [P]“(X) = V PX(a,b) 
a~4 beW ( (a. b)&? > 

with the obvious actions. Note that the inclusions [A]” E [A] and [PI” G [P] are not 
in general stable equivalences. This however is no serious problem, as we have seen in 
1.6.10 that THH may be calculated as the limit of the THHs obtained by restricting to 
finite subcategories. Here Blakers-Massey guarantees us stable equivalence, so from 
now on we may assume that our category has only a finite set of objects. 

Now, if 4: %Z + * is the functor to the trivial category, we have maps of ring 
functors on %? A + 4*[,4]v and A + d*[A] given by the inclusion Ax(a,b) E [A]: 
and composition with [A]” + [A]. The map A + 4*[A] is unital if A is. The same 
maps on bimodules gives us maps 

THH(A, P) i THH([Al, iPI) 

THH(A , P) A THWMI,, U’l,) 

For eachx E Ip+‘, letj,: V(A, P)(x) + V( [A]“, [P],,)(x) be the map corresponding to j. 
We define a splitting in analogy with the trace (each matrix has only one entry, so this 
makes sense) Tr: THH([A],[P],) + THH(A,P) given by Tr,: V([A]“, 

Cf’Mx) --f VW, P)Q where 

Px(Y) = 
y if y E imj, 
* otherwise. 

This is a well defined presimplicial map! (precyclic if P = A), and to see that it is 
perhaps best to write out V( [A]“, [P]J(x) as follows, again using the natural distribu- 
tivity between smash and wedge: 

J’(CAIU CPld(x) s V 
(o.WE@), 

Pxo(a~, bp) A /‘j Axi(ai, bi- 1). 
llilp 

Then j, sends the c = (co, . . . , c,) summand onto the (c, c) summand, and Tr sends the 
(a, b) summand onto the basepoint if a # b and onto the (ae, . . . , up) summand if a = b. 
Now, Tr oj = id, and we define a prehomotopy from jo Tr to the identify to get 

1.6.22. Lemma. Let A be a ring functor on $9 with unit, and let P be a unital A bimodule. 
Then the inclusion 

i: THH(A, P) E THH( [A], [P]) 

is a weak homotopy equivalence, and if P = A a C-equivalence. 
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Proof. Let X = V = THH(A, P), Y = THH( [A], [P]) and W = THH( [A],,, [P]J, 

and consider the diagram 

II I i v-w 

We want to show that all maps are weak equivalences, and that if P = A we are in the 
situation of Lemma 1.512. 

The right vertical map is induced by a stable equivalence, and so by Lemma 1.6.10 
the requirements are satisfied. 

Regarding the lower horizontal map, we know that it is split by Tr, Tr oj = idv, and 
we define a prehomotopy (special if P = A) 

H: TfWCAIv, Cf’lv) x NcyV) -+ TfWCAIv, Cf’lv) 

fromj 0 Tr to the identity as follows. If a = (ip c i. c il t ... c i,- 1 c ip) E N:(9) 

we define a map H,,,: J’(C4, CpI&x) -, v(CAlv, CPM4 by sending 
y E P”“(ao,b,)A A”‘(aI,bo)A ... A A”&,, b,_ 1) to 

K,,(Y) = I Y if for 0 I k I p, ik = 0 =z- ak = bk, 

* otherwise. 

Applying Sz Q and the homotopy colimit this defines the prehomotopy as p varies by 
restricting to A(1) G N’?(Y). We note that we get a special homotopy if P = A. 0 

2. THH of exact categories and algebraic K-theory 

2.0. Introduction 

In this chapter we specialize to the case of the linear ring functor given by 
X H a(-, -) @ &Xl where 6 is an additive category. In this case it is possible to say 
much more about the topological Hochschild homology. In particular the homotopy 
type may be recognized as the homology of the category itself. Most results will be 
derived from the mixing of THH and Waldhausen’s S construction, and we prove for 
split exact categories 6, that the inclusion 1 THH((E)I + 521 THH(SE)l is a C, 
equivariant homotopy equivalence for every r. This means that one could choose to 
study QTHH(S-) instead for split exact categories, and it may be argued that this 
perhaps is the right theory even in the more general cases. 

The main interest in this theory is as a target for a map from K-theory. For any 
exact category 6 we have an inclusion of simplicial objects 

obS(s: -, THH,(SQ;) + THH(S6). 
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The latter is the inclusion by degeneracies, and the former is given by sending c E obS% 
to id, E S&(c,c) E THH,(S&). The obviously maps into the fixed points of both the 
cyclic actions and the Frobenius maps, and so defines a map 

analogous to a delooping of the cyclotomic trace [3]. As K-theory depends on the 
choice of split exact sequences, it is not unreasonable to allow for this in the target. 
Thus the choice of the model incorporating the S construction should not be 
considered undesirable. In fact, with this definition we immediately get a spectrum 
level map from K-theory by applying the S construction repeatedly. Anyway, it is 
clear that this definition is closer to K-theory at the same time as it has attractive 
properties inherited from K-theory we do not find in general in the simpler definition. 
For the special case of the K-theory of a ring we shall see that the above map agrees 
with earlier definitions. More generally, if 6 is any exact category, these maps agree 
with the Dennis trace when composing with the maps into Hochschild homology. 

In the relative situation of a nilpotent extension of a ring, the second author has 
shown that the map to topological cyclic homology is an equivalence after completion 
at a prime, thus extending the rational computations of Goodwillie. 

As before, we will in this chapter write out the statements in terms of THH only, 
and leave it to the reader to supply the accompanying statements for TC when 
necessary. 

Roughly, Section 2.1 treats the part of the theory compatible with the cyclic action, 
whereas the results in Section 2.2 have no cyclic analogues (and thus no counterpart 
for TC). The results still have interest in relation to the map from K-theory. Corollary 
2.2.4 says that the last map in the definition of the map from K-theory, namely the 
map by degeneracies suitably stabilized is a homotopy equivalence. More precisely 
the lower right horizontal map in 

K(6) = QS& * QTHH,, (SE) * SZTHH (SE) 

lim,!YS”‘& * lim,,, SZk THH,, (S”’ 6) N lim,, Q” THH(Sck) 6) 

is a homotopy equivalence. Thus from the non-cyclic point of view we may choose 

limk+, SZkTHHo(S@)(E) to be our model for topological Hochschild homology. 
From the point of algebraic K-theory this is a sufficiently simple model to be compa- 
rable with K-theory. In fact it was this model which was used to show that stable 
K-theory is equal to topological Hochschild homology for simplicial rings in [7]. The 
proof offered here is a simplification of the original argument [7, Theorem 2.61 
extended to the present generality. Furthermore, comparison with K-theory makes it 
possible to translate theorems on K-theory which are sufficiently nice on some 
endomorphism categories (see 2.3.1). As an example we prove a resolution theorem. 
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2.0.1. K-theory of exact categories. A category with cojiibrations [17] is a pointed 
category % together with a cubcategory cog satisfying the following axioms: 

(1) co%? contains all isomorphism in V. 
(2) co% contains all maps from the base point. 
(3) Ifa +bEco%‘anda +cE%,thenthepushoutcU.bexistsandc -tcU,bisin 

co%?. 
The morphisms in co%? will be called cofibrations and typically be represented by 
a feathered arrow ++. A pointed functor between categories with cofibrations is called 
exact if it preserves cofibrations and the pushout diagrams of axiom (3). 

In particular an exact category is a category with cofibration by choosing a zero 
object and letting the cofibrations to be the admissible monomorphisms. 

If V is a category with cofibrations, a subcategory w% is a category of weak equi- 
valences in % if w%’ contains all isomorphisms, and if for every commutative diagram 

b-a-c 

where the horizontal maps to the left are cofibrations and where all vertical arrows 
are in w%‘, the induced map b u a c + b’ u (il c’ is also in WV. In this case we call V a 
category with weak equivalences and cofibrations. The morphisms in WV are 
naturally called weak equivalences. 

If +F? is a category with cofibrations we have many different choices of weak 
equivalences. The minimal choice is just the isomorphisms, and the maximal is to 
allow all morphisms as weak equivalences. 

Given a category with cofibrations 59, we define a simplicial category with cofibra- 
tions S%? as follows. Let [n] now denote the ordered set (0 < 1 < ... < n) considered 
as a category, and let Ar[n] be the corresponding arrow category. We let S,% be the 
category of functors A : Ar[n] + %? having the property that for every j A(j = j) = 0 
and such that if i <j I k then A(i 5 j) -+ A(i I k) is a cofibration and 

A(iIj) - A(il k) 

I I 
A(j=j) -A(jIk) 

is a pushout. Thus to give an object in S,%’ is the same as to give a sequence of 
cofibrations 

ClHCZH ... HC, 

together with a choice for each i I j of “quotients” Cj/Ci representing 0 u =I Cj (for i = j 
there is no choice but 0). The cofibrations in S,%? are natural transformations with 
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values in co%?, and if % has a category of weak equivalences WV so has S,% by choosing 
wS,V to be the natural transformations with values in ~55’. 

The K-theory of a category with cofibrations and weak equivalences %? is then 
defined to be S2lNwSVl where N is the nerve applied degreewise on the simplicial 
category {p !+ wS,%‘}. In particular, if %? is an exact category we choose the admissible 
monomorphisms to be cofibrations and the isomorphisms as weak equivalences. This 
agrees with the definition of Quillen, and we note that S% becomes a simplicial exact 
category with the expected structure. As a last point it should be noted that if i% E %? 
is the isomorphisms, then obSV = N,iS’GfZ c NiS%? is a homotopy equivalence. When 
there is no danger of confusion we will simply write SV for the simplicial set obS%?. 

2.0.2. Constructions on linear categories and relations with ring functors. Let 6 be 
a linear category. Then we defined the linear ring functor on % to be given by 
X ~6(-,-) @ z[X] and we denoted this ring functor again (I;. For any ring functor 
we defined the matrix, product, upper triangular matrix of the ring functor. We may 
also define similar constructions on the category itself, and we will show that as far as 
topological Hochschild homology concerns, the two approaches are equivalent. 
Firstly we see that the linear ring functor on a product of linear categories is 
isomorphic to the product of the respective linear ring functors. We will consequently 
make no notational distinctions between these ring functors. As to the matrices, let 
m.6 be the matrix category of 6, i.e. its objects are n tuples of objects in (r. and 
morphisms are n x n matrices under matrix multiplication. Then 

and this isomorphism is compatible with composition. Similarly we define the upper 
triangular matrix category on a, here denoted t.6, and get that 

As a”, m,(T: and t,(T have the same objects, this means that THH(m,6) = 
THH(M,E),) and THH(t,&) = THH((T,&),), and as the inclusions M,,% + (M&), 
and T,E --) (T,&), are stable equivalences we have that the induced maps 
THH(M,(E) + THH(m,Ci) and THH(T,&) -+ THH(t,&) are C-equivalences, and 
hence C, homotopy equivalences for all r on the realizations. 

Given any small exact category 6, Waldhausen’s S-construction yields a simplicial 
additive category SE, and we will study THH of the ring functors on S,& given by 
X I+ S&(-,-) @z[X]. Call this ring functor for simplicity just S,a. This forms 
a simplicial object THH(S,Ci) which we will simply call THH(SCC). 

2.0.3. Immediate properties of THH(S-). We will now specialize, and think of THH 
as a functor from some category of exact categories to pointed cyclic sets. The 
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methods in [lo, Sections 3.4-3.61 apply to any such functor provided it sends the 
trivial category to a point and respects finite products plus some n,-Kan condition. 
The latter point is no problem here as we know by 1.4.7 that THH is degreewise 
equivalent to a simplicial abelian group. Thus we have for free: 

2.0.4. Proposition (Additivity). Let (E be an exact category. Then 

THH(SS&) do x dz t THH(S6) x THH(SQ) 

is a special homotopy equivalence. 

2.0.5. Proposition (Long exact sequences). Let F : (c + TD be an exact functor. Then 

THH(SID) + THH(SS(F: 6 + a)) --) THH(SS6) 

is a specialjber sequence (meaning ajbre sequence of cyclic sets such that the leftmost 
term is specially homotopy equivalent to the actual homotopyjbre). 

2.0.6. Proposition (Delooping theorem). Let a be an exact category. Then 

THH(b!x) + QTHH(SS~) 

induces an C, equivariant homotopy equivalence on the realization for all r. 

Thus we have a new spectrum {k H THH(SkC)) which is an $2 spectrum after the 
first term. Just as in the linear case, we shall see that the delooping theorem holds with 
6 in place of SCI in the case where (I; is split exact. 

2.0.7. The simplicial theory in an additive category. The following is a collection of 
special properties of the morphism functor on the additive category and its behaviour 
on simplicial objects. All results are formal and the reader may safely skip this 
subsection if he feels familiar with the subject. Let 6 be an additive category. Then the 
simplicial objects in &, SE, form a closed simplicial model category over the pointed 
simplicial sets. Most importantly it has products with finite pointed simplicial sets: 
given X ~fi*bns and c E s(s: then their product is c@z[X] = {p H@~+_*c~}. 
The simplicial homomorphism group, denoted &(a, b), is the simplicial group which 
in degree p consists of the simplicial 6 maps a @ z[d [p] +] --t b. The canonical 
isomorphism 

r$ : &(a @ z[X], b) r s,dns(X,sE(a, b)) 

isgivenby~(f)(xAy)(a~z)=f(a~z*(xAy))whereSEsa(a~~[X],b)p,xEXq, 

YE@CPI+)~~ aEar and z E (d[q]+)r with inverse given by 4-‘(g) (/3@ 
(x A y) = g(x A y)(p 8 id) where g E s,bns(X,s6(a, b)),, /I E a,, and id is the identity 

Cd = Cd E A Cd 
The inclusion 

sE(a, b) --) sE(a 8 g[X], b ($3 z[X]) 
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given by f if @ id is compatible with composition, and in the special case X = S” it 
is a homotopy equivalence as seen by induction as follows. It is enough to consider the 
case X = S’. The statement then is equivalent to showing that s,bns(S’,-) and 
- @ z[S’ ] are loop and suspension (bar construction) on simplicial abelian groups, 
and that the inclusion into the loops of the suspension is a homotopy equivalence, 
which is shown in [ 13, II, 6.41. That the map is as given follows from the diagram with 
short exact rows 

G 4 

u I ” I I/ 
s.bns(S’, G 0 i[S’]) - s,&~s(d[l],G@&S’l) z G @&S’] 

where G is any simplicial abelian group. Here ii is the obvious inclusion, p the 
projection A[11 -+ S’ and eul is the evaluation at 1 E A[l]. The maps u and v are 
defined as follows. Let h : A [l] x A [l] + A [l] be the construction sending a pair onto 
the one with the most zeros. Then if g E G, and CJ E A Cl],, we define v(g, a): 
A [l] A A [p] + + G 0 z[S’] to be the map sending z A w to w*g 0 p 0 h(o, 7). We see 
that this makes the right square commute, and induces u(g)(r A o) = w*g @ z. Setting 
G = &(a,!$ and composing with the canonical isomorphism, we see that the map 
coincides with the inclusion above. 

An important special feature is that 

&a, b) 0 S[X] z scqa, b 0 Z[X]) 

as a sum (=product!) of morphisms is the same as a morphism to the sum. 
If a E 6 considered as a constant simplicial object, and b E SE then 

C(a, b) = {p H &(a, b,)} may naturally be identified with ~&(a, b), so in particular if 
a, b E 6 and X E $s,tPns then E(a, b) 63 i?[X] z &(a, b @ z[X]). All in all we get that 
the inclusion 

W, b) 0 i?[Xl + ~&(:(a 0 i?[S”], b 0 i![x A S”]) 

is a homotopy equivalence compatible with the compositions. 

2.0.8. Ring functors on non-linear categories. We end this section by taking a quick 
and incomplete look at how to extend the idea of the linear ring functor to other 
categories with weak equivalences and cofibrations. Note that a category with 
cofibrations V has finite sums. For a finite set X and an object c E V let Vx c denote 
the sum (over the basepoint 0) with one copy of c for each element in X. That means 
that we can define a product with finite pointed simplicial sets by setting for c E SV 
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and X E s,&ns 

@OX) = {P $/*G} 

(the sum of one copy of cP for each non-basepoint of X, plus a copy of the base-point). 
We then define the functor 

F : fs, bns -+ s* bnsQ’” ‘B 

by 

FX(a, b) = ~%(a, b @ X) 

or some fibrant rectification of this in case we have trouble with homotopy liftings. 
This functor satisfies all the required commutative diagrams for being a ring functor 
on %. The only problem is the connectivity requirements. So we have to require that 
for n-connected X and any a, b E C& 

(1) .&?(a, b 8 X) is n connected (or more generally n - d(a) + c(b) connected), 
(2) themapS*A~(a,b~X)-,~(a,b~((S’AX))~sV(a,bOS’AX)is2n-c 

connected for some c not depending on X. 
In the exact case, tensor product moves outside the morphisms, and so the connect- 
ivity requirements are trivially met. However, in general there seems to be trouble. An 
important case where we still are able to meet the connectivity requirements is the 
following: 

2.0.9. The space case. Let V? = R,(X); the category of spaces with a given space X as 
a retract, and only finitely many cells outside X. For any Y E % and finite pointed 
simplicialset Vwedefine YBVtobethecofibreof Yxl*(uXxlVI+YxJVJ 
(which is the realization of the construction above). Let s%‘(--,-) denote the simplicial 
mapping space of spaces over X, and define our ring functor on % to be 

F”(Y,Z) = &?(Y,Z@ I’). 

This meets the relaxed connectedness conditions if we set dF( Y) to be the dimension of 
Y over X and cF(Z) to be the connectivity of X + Z. 

2.1. CofinaIity, split exact categories and Morita equivalence for rings 

In this section we prove two theorems with a distinctive K-theoretic flavor. The first 
shows that the cofinality result of K-theory is true in topological Hochschild homo- 
logy. The proof consists of simply dispIaying a special homotopy. The second shows 
that if 6 is a split exact category, then the map & + 8S& induces C, equivariant 
homotopy equivalences on THH. In general, by the delooping theorem we have 
a spectrum n H THH(S%) (where S(“)(K) is the S construction applied n times to a) 
which is an G-spectrum after the first term. The proposition then tells us that for split 
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exact category this spectrum is an G&spectrum at all places. This is in analogy with the 
matrix spectrum which was used to define the r space structure in [2]. We end the 
section with a discussion of the map from K-theory and show that it agrees with the 
one defined in [2]. 

Let a E a be a full inclusion of additive categories. We say that 6 is cofinal in 9 if 
for any d E D there exists some d’ E 3 such that d 0 d’ E 6. 

2.1.1. Lemma (Cofinality). Let j: 6 c 3 be an inclusion of a cojinal subcategory into 
an additive category. Then 

THH(&) + THH(B) 

is a special homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. For each d E a choose a c(d) E 6 such that d is a summand in c(d), and if 
d actually is in 6, choose c(d) = d. Let da c(d) J% d be the chosen inclusion and 
projection into and from the sum. Then 

V W4&), i(d,)) 0 &Sxol A ~9. A W(d,), i(d,- d) C3~zCSxp1 
(do,...,d,)cW+’ 

is a map V(B)(x) + V(~)(X). This map is compatible with the cyclic operations and 
hence defines a map D(p,i): THH(II)) -B THH(6). Obviously D(p, i)o THH(j) is the 
identity on THH(6) and we will show that the other composite is specially homotopic 
to the identity. The desired special homotopy can be expressed as follows. Let 
c1 = (i, t iO t .-- + $_ 1 t iP) E NcY(9) and let p(d)“) (resp. i(d)‘“) be p(d) (resp. i(d)) if 
ik = 1 and the identity on d otherwise. Then the desired special homotopy THH(D) x 
WY(X) --f TIM(B) is 

holim s1”” V D(p(do)io, i(d,)‘p) O&P] 
XEIp+’ (d,,,...,d,)eW’+’ 

A . . . A B(p(d,)‘p, i(d,_ #-I) @ if[Sxpl. q 

2.1.2. A deloopiog in the split exact case. An exact category Cr: is called split if all exact 
sequences split. The category of finitely generated projective modules is an example of 
a split category, and generally, any additive category may be regarded as an exact 
category by considering only the split exact sequences. 

2.1.3. Proposition. Let 62 be a split exact category. Then there is a Cr equivariant 
homotopy equivalence 

Proof. As 6 is split we have by [lo] that for each n the functor t,& + S,& given by 
sending (cr, . . . ,c.) to cl H cr 8 C~H --. >-, cr @ ... Qc, is an equivalence. Let 
$6 + 6’ be the functor sending cl w c2 H -.. ++ c, (with choices of quotients) to 
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h4c1, --. ,cJc,_ 1). The linear ring functor associated to the 6” and the n fold 
product of the linear ring functor associated to 6 are isomorphic, and both interpreta- 
tions will again be denoted 6”. 

Consider the commutative diagram 

THH(S,Q) - THH(6.“) 7 
prop. 1.6.15 tTHH(ajj” 

Example 1.6.7 

I 

N 

I 

Prop. 1.6.20 = 

Tmz(t”a) -+-- THH(T,&) 

The labelled arrows are C-equivalences for the given reasons (and hence induce 
C, equivariant homotopy equivalences for all r on the realizations). Given a simplicial 
object X, let PX be the path space with PX, = X “+ 1 and face and degeneracy maps 
shifted up by one. The sequence 6 + PSE + S(T: yields a diagram for each n: 

THH( &) - THH(PS. 6) - THH(S. 6) 

I I I 
THH(6) - (THHW)) n+l - (THH(6))” 

The vertical maps are special homotopy equivalences and the lower sequence is the 
trivial fibration. The bisimplicial sets involved satisfy the n,-Kan condition (see [4]) 
as they are related by termwise (ordinary) equivalences to bisimplicial abelian groups 
by the results in 1.4.7. Thus we know that the total of the upper row is a cyclic fibre 
sequence. Furthermore PS6 is contractible by exact functors, so THH(PX) is 
contractible as a cyclic space and the result follows. 0 

The above proof breaks down in the cases where exact sequences which do not split 
are allowed. It may still be argued that D I THH(SC)I is a better behaved theory than 
THH(6) in view of the properties listed in Section 2.0. It would be interesting to do 
calculations on concrete examples to gauge the difference between these theories. In 
Section 2.3.4 we will give a simple example. 

By forgetting structure, any exact category 6 is an additive category, and choosing 
the split monomorphisms to be cofibrations we define the K-theory of any additive 
category. We write SE for the S construction applied to the underlying additive 
(split exact) category. Thus any exact category give rise to two spectra, namely 
{n H THH(f?")E)) and{ n I+ THH(S(“)6)}. The former is always an Q-spectrum, and 
is the translation of the matrix spectrum of [Z], whereas the other is dependent upon 
the exact sequences in the category. 

2.1.4. The projective modules over a ring. Let A be an associative ring with unit and 
let PA be the category of finitely generated projective A modules. A itself may be 
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considered as a full subcategory whose only object is the rank one module A, and each 
element a E A identified with the homomorphism given by multiplication by a. 

The classical Morita equivalence now follows from cofinality. One should note that 
given two Morita equivalent rings considered as categories with only one object, their 
homologies do not coincide. In particular, the homology of the ring considered as 
a category with one object is different from the homology of the category of finitely 
generated projective modules (which is a good thing as H,,(A,A) = HH,,(Z[A],A) is 
not topological Hochschild homology). 

2.1.5. Proposition (Morita equivalence for rings). Let A be an associative ring with 
unit. Then the inclusion A c Pk given by sending the same object of A to the rank one 
module induces a special homotopy equivalence 

THH(A)a THH(YA). 

Proof. Let %* be the category of finitely generated free modules, and let %j be the 
subcategory of free modules of rank less than or equal to k. Then the inclusion 
mkA -+%j, giv en by regarding mkA as the subcategory with only object the rank 
k module is an equivalence of categories. Consider the diagram where the limit is 
taken with respect to inclusion by zeros: 

THH(A) 

prop. 1.6.18 N 

I 

* THHEJ - 
Prop. 2.1.1 

TfW%t,) 

Lemma 1.6.9 

2.0.2 
lim, THH(h4, A) N lim t+m THH(mk 4 

Example. 1.6.7 ) I 

N 

E lim,_ THH(%i ) 

The maps are C-equivalences for the given reasons and the result follows. 0 

2.1.6. The map from K-theory and agreement with earlier definitions in the ring case. 
As remarked earlier, the raison d’etre for topological Hochschild homology is that it is 
the target for a map from algebraic K-theory. In our setting this map is extremely 
simple, and we show that it agrees with the existing definition in the case of rings. We 
note that the image of this map consists of fixed points under both the cyclic action 
and the Frobenius map and so the map factors through topological cyclic homology. 

Consider the map D : ob6 + THHo(C) -+ THH(6) given by sending an object 
c E ob& to the corresponding identity morphism in 

Q(c,c) G holim, 8” V c(c,c) @&S”] = TiYHo(CC) 
XSI CEC 

followed by the inclusion by degeneracies. This immediately gives the map from 
algebraic K-theory by using S(T: as our exact category: 

QISDI:QlobS6l +OITHH(SC)l. 
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One should note that the observation that this map induces a map of spectra is trivial, 
for the commutativity of the diagram 

I 
f2(obS"+"&( 

B IS(“+‘)DI * I 
4lTHH(S’“‘“&)I 

follows from the definition of D applied to the sequences 

S’% . pp’l’& . s(n+l)(g 

D 

I 

PSD 

I 

SD 

I 

Tzm( S(“) 6) - Tmf(f?s’“+%) - THH(S’““‘&) 

For any additive category let iC% be the subcategory of isomorphisms, and let NiC 
denote the nerve of itX. The inclusion ob(T: = N& + Ni(T: is a homotopy equivalence. 
There is a map 

Ni6 --) N”Y(6) + THH(&) 

given by sending an object 

to 

CP ’ 
crI~~=,ai,-’ 

co + ... a cp E NcY(6) 

which is sent to THH as a map from an appropriate smash product of So with itself. 
Now, D factors through these maps 

THH,(Q;) - THH(&) 

The cyclotomic trace from K-theory of a ring to topological Hochschild homology 
of a ring A is defined in [3] to be the plus construction on the realization of the map 

!im, Ni(m,/t) +% THH(mJ) 
k k 
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(or more precisely, in [3] it is the map of r-spaces arising from this map, and sent onto 
the limit of the fixed points of the finite actions). If we compose with the equivalences 
lim,,, THH(mkA)~THH(~~)~BTHH(S~A) we see that we have a factoriz- 
ation 

llim Ni(mtA)I - 11% THH(mtA)I 
k 

By the universality of the plus construction with respect to mappings into spaces 
with fundamental groups void of perfect subgroups the lower map must realize the 
map defined by the plus construction. So composing with the equivalence 
SZobSE!:S2NiS(1: we get that 

agrees with Bokstedt’s trace. Inverting QTHH(SPJ 6 THH(PJ 6 THH(A) we 
may regard this as a map S2obS9” + THH(A). 

As earlier observed, SD: obS& + THH(S&) maps into the fixed points of both 
the cyclic action and the Frobenius maps. This is so because in each degree an ele- 
ment c E SC is mapped onto the point represented by an appropriate wedge of So’s 
mapping onto c = c = -.. = c E SCC(c,c)A ... A SC(c, c). Thus we have a lifting to the 
topological cyclic homology agreeing with the one defined in [3] after completion at 
a prime. 

2.1.7. Weak equivalences. So far, the only weak equivalences we have considered are 
the isomorphisms. However, at this level, the introduction of weak equivalences poses 
no new problems. Let WC be a subcategory of weak equivalences in an exact category 
6 (for instance homotopy equivalence between simplicial modules of some sort). Let 
NW% be the bisimplicial category with objects elements in the ordinary nerve of wSC5 
and morphisms natural transformations in S& (note that all morphisms in S(E are 
allowed, not just the weak equivalences). This becomes a new exact category. Thus, 
using the linear ring functor construction again we define the topological Hochschild 
homology of & with respect to wa as THH(NwS(C). This is compatible with the earlier 
definition in the case of isomorphisms as the proof of Waldhausen ([17, 1.4.11, 
extended to allow for morphisms) that SC N NiSE only required a simplicial 
homotopy of exact categories and hence induces a homotopy equivalence of cyclic 
objects THH(S6) N THH(NiSC). Thus, if 6 is an exact category, one may equally 
well map K-theory of the isomorphisms to THH via 

obNiSC + THH,(NiS&) E THH(NiS6) 

which is compatible with the homotopy equivalence SC c NiSQ;. 
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More generally, if wQ is any subcategory of weak equivalences in an exact category 
we can define the map from the algebraic K-theory Q lobNwS&I to 52 1 THH(NwSCC)I 
by the same map as before (inclusion by the identity followed by the degeneracies). In 
the case where WCC are the isomorphisms, this brings nothing new, but if it 1s something 
else 52 I THH(NwSC)I is a new theory, potentially reflecting the algebraic K-theory 
better than just THH(6). We have not needed the result, and thus not carried through 
the calculations, but it seems reasonable to believe that for exact categories where the 
admissible monomorphisms split up to weak equivalence, an analysis of the proof of 
the equivalence of the S construction and the r category machine of Segal would 
prove a delooping theorem for this construction. One outcome would then be that in 
these cases this definition would agree with earlier ones on simplicial rings and that 
the trace map could have been constructed directly. 

2.2. A non-cyclic reduction in the case of the K-theory of an exact category and 
comparison with the homology of categories 

In this section we will give a simpler, but not cyclic, description of the topological 
Hochschild homology of an exact category. This reduction, together with the treat- 
ment of the split exact categories in the previous section, gives that for additive 
categories THH may be reduced to the ordinary homology in the sense of Baues- 
Wirsching. The reduction is a parallel to the reduction in [7], and shows that the 
non-cyclic models there agree with the present definition. When our category is the 
category of finitely generated projective modules over a ring the result is not new. 
Together with Morita equivalence for THH this gives a direct proof of the main result 
in [12]. 

Even though the reduction does not preserve the cyclic structure, it is still of general 
interest because the map form K-theory factors through the simpler theory. In 
particular, the result in [7] was obtained using this model, a fact that is important 
even when one wants to include the cyclic structure into the picture. 

2.2.1. The simplicial abelian groupR(6). In Section 1.4.7 we showed that THH of ring 
functors with a “linear” bimodule may be rewritten as the bisimplicial abelian group: 

THH(A, P) N 
I 

p PXO(cO, cp) 0 ~C~“‘(c,, cdl 

Q ... QZ[‘4”(c,,c,_,)] . 
i 

Let (5- be an additive category. Then in particular it is a linear category, and again, 
we call the ring functor induced by X H a(--, -) @ &Xl simply 6. By the discussion 
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in 2.0.7 we have an inclusion which is a homotopy equivalence 

&(a, b) 8 i[S"] + s(E(a @ &?“I, b @ i[S”+k]) 

compatible with composition. Hence we may rewrite the above formula in this 
particular case as 

TIM@) N R(c) = p I+ holim, 8”” 
(E0 ._. ?&+ l w(~)(x) xop+’ 1 2% 

where FV(Q(x) denotes 

s(&) @ b[s”l+ “’ ++ 1, CP 0 Z[S”X]) @ b[sE(cr @ Z[S”Z’ “’ ‘“PI, 

co @ Z[SXI + .‘. +.Q I)1 @ *** o~cw,,c,-I o~cs”pl)l~ 

One nice aspect about this representation is the ability to express elements of kV(Q(x) 
as linear combinations of sequences of simplicial “maps” of the form 

where U- 1 = cp @Z[S”“], ak = ck @IZ[S~~+‘+“‘+~~] and tli E SE(aipUi_l). Note how- 
ever that sums of maps beyond a_ 1 c a0 are not sums of maps in SC, but in &E. 

With our new model we get that tX HR(E) is a functor into simplicial abelian 
groups satisfying R(0) = 0 and R(c x a)-?-, R(a) x R(D) (see Section 1.6.14), and 
so by [7, Lemma 2.51 we have that do + d2 N dl : R(SS26) + R(S6) where 
do,dl,dz:SzC% + SIC g 6 are the face maps in the S construction, sending a short 
exact sequence 0 -+ C’ + C + C” + 0 onto C”, C and C’ respectively. This is not true 
for each R,. The same problem is present in the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [7] and we are 
grateful to Lannes and Oliver for pointing this out. However, if we stabilize in the 
S direction we get 

do + d2 1: d, : ;“, SlkR(S(k’SzC5) + ,!i”, CZ?kR(S’k’6) 
+ 

which clearly suffice for the applications in [7]. This follows from [7, Lemma 2.51 and 

2.2.2. Lemma. Let Y be a jiunctor from exact categories to simplicial abelian groups 
such that Y(0) = 0. Then 

do + dz N dl : lim S2kY(S(k’Sz&) + lim SlkY(,Sk’Q. 
k-m 

Proof. The only thing we need to show is that limk_+, S1kYS’k’ respects products, but 
this is easy: regarded as a map of 2k multisimplicial objects the (split) map 

Y(P)& x Sk’.) + Y(S”‘E) x Y(PD) 

is an isomorphism for total degree less than 2k, and hence is 2k connected. 0 
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2.2.3. Proposition. Let 6 be an exact category, and let s: THH,, + THH, be the zeroth 
degeneracy applied p times. Then 

s: ji”, SZkTHH,,(S”‘&) G !‘“, f2kTHHP(S’k’6) 
+ + 

is a homotopy equivalence. 

Proof. We know that THH(-) -+ R(-) is a degreewise equivalence, and so it is enough 
to show the proposition on R. Let !R = limk_ o. S1’RSCk). Let d: 9$, + ‘iFI0 be the zeroth 
face map applied p times. Then d 0 s = id%, . We want to show s 0 d : 9$,(a) + %,,(CC) is 
homotopic to the identity. Now, if x E Ip+‘, then 

s,od,: W(B)(x) -+ W(D)(x) 

sends 

a=(a_ISaO+al+ . . . pp--lap-l~ap) 

toa_I~ap=ap= .a. =apwhere/3=aO~crI~ ... oup. 
Proceedings in analogy with [7, Theorem 2.61 we define two natural transfor- 

mations Tid, Tg:%ip+%pSz induced by transformations tid, tP: W(D)(x) + 
W&D)(x) where D is an exact category andx E Zp+ ‘. Let a E w(B)(x) as above, and 
let Bk = tlk o S-s otlp with /I = PO. Then 

tid (4 = 
0 

UP = UP = 
a-I - 

= UP = UP 

AW2 idea, idea, 

a-, 0 a-, --pOaO +--ap@a, - 
id @ z~_, 

... ‘---up@ up-, 
idQr, 

-apQap 

aI 

23 x2 =2 

I 
a, a I 

aI- “. * 

p-1 

ap-l . 
ZP 

UP 

and 

al-‘.’ - 

where ij is the jth inclusion, nj the jth projection and A the diagonal. 
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Again we have the relations (with the di being the face maps S2D -+ D defined 
above). 

doTid = id, dzTp = ~,od,, dzTid = doTp = 0, and dlTid = d,Tp, 

and using the formula do + d2 1: d, just before Lemma 2.2.2 we get that 

id = doTid N dlTd = dlTp N d,Tp = s,od,. q 

By the realization lemma and 2.0.6 this implies 

2.2.4. Corollary. limk,, SZkTHH&‘k’C) E lim,+, QkTHH(S’k’6) e S2THH(SE) 
are homotopy equivalences. 

Note that !RO = limk+, QkR,S’k’ is a particularly simple object, namely 

!R,&K) = ,h”, Qk holim, CJX @ S(k)CC(c,c) @d[S”] N !i”, Qk @ SCk)a(c,c) 
+ 

XCI 
CGS% ceS'% 

which, by a closely analogous proof to the above, was shown in [7] to be equivalent to 
what there was called the topological Hochschild homology of an exact category. 

Perhaps the diagrams in the proof above can be understood a bit better if we forget 
some structure. For Tid we basically have the information 

%X2 idsa, 
a-, - aPea - 

id@% id @up_] 
aPea,-... - aP 0 ap-l * 

(id @a&l 

%J 

II a, In2 a, In2 a, . ap_, J * np 
a_, - a, - a, --.’ 

lj 
P 

where we have supressed a top row 

Oc+=+= . . . =apcO. 

If the upper row in the diagram represented a simplicial map (in the THH direction), 
say T : THH(6) + THH(C), this would have represented a simplicial homotopy from 
T to the identity. Similarly, the second diagram carries the information 

B a-, - ap = 
aP = ... = 

ap = 
aP 

where we have supressed the bottom row 

0 +a 0 &al Z a.. WaP_l &O. 
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If both the rows (s,~d,(a) and T,(a) respectively) represented simplicial maps this 
would have given us a homotopy from s 0 d to T, and so composed with the homotopy 
above given us a homotopy from the identity to s 0 d proving that for any additive 
category (c topological Hochschild homology was concentrated in degree zero. Of 
course, this is not the case: none of the proposed maps are simplicial (except the 
identity), and it is crucial to use the additivity coming from the S constructions so that 
we can forget the irrelevant rows and get homotopies, not in the THH direction, but 
in the S direction. 

Let 6 be a linear category. Then the simplicial abelian group F.6 z CN(Z6, a) of 
[7] (see 1.4.1) calculates the Hochschild-Mitchell homology of 6, with coefficients in 
the bifunctor 6(-,-): (E” x CC + db, that is rrk(F. (6)) = rrk(CN(ZE, 6) = H@, 6). In 
[ 123 it was shown, by means of universal properties, that H,(&, 9J is isomorphic to 
x,(THH(A). This may also be viewed as a immediate corollary of the result above. 

2.2.5. Corollary. Let & be an additive category. Then 

In particular, if A is an associative ring with unit, then 

Proof. The second statement follows from the first by Morita equivalence of topologi- 
cal Hochschild homology. 

Consider Cs: as an exact category by choosing the split exact sequences. We have an 
inclusion F. (-) c R(-). In particular Fo(-) + R,(-) is a homotopy equivalence. Con- 
sider the commutative diagram 

E 

F(Q THH(Q 

lim,,Q’ F(SCk’CQ m lim,, a” R(SCk’ 6) 4 lim,, BkTHH(@ 6) 

I 
u 

I 
E 

lim,, S2kFO(S’06) * * lim, Q’ Ro(S”’ 6) 

The left vertical maps are equivalences by [7] together with Lemma 2.2.2 and the 
others follow from results in this section. 0 

It should again be stressed that these results are false if (E is only a linear category. 
Although the S construction does not appear in the statement, it is the ability to 
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make sums within the category which provide the isomorphisms (or more construc- 
tively: it is the additivity of THH(S-) and F(S-) which make the parallel reductions 
possible). 

2.2.6. Generalizations of the above results. One immediate generalization of Corollary 
2.2.4 is the following. If X is some finite pointed simplicial set then tensoring with 
s[X] makes sense, and we may form the simplicial Sk% bimodule 
S(k)(J-, - @ z[X]) sending a, b E Stk% and Y E fi,bns to S(k)&(a, b 0 g[X A Y I). 
The proof of Lemma 2.2.3 obviously extends to this case proving that 

lim Sz kTHHO(S(k)& S’k’E(-,- @ Z[X])) 
k-m 

E jim, QkTHH(Sk’cs, S’k’a(-, - 0 ZCXI )) 

’ a homotopy equivalence, and the latter object is equivalent to 
&H(SB, SE(-,- 0 Z[X])). 

Another thing one should remark is that the reduction of 1.4.7 did not require 
the ring functor itself to be linear. This may be exploited if one wishes to study 
the effect of various subcategories of weak equivalences on some particular 
linear bimodule, say of the type just mentioned. Here one should notice that the 
natural transformations defined in the proof of Proposition 2.2.3 will not take 
a category of weak equivalences outside itself. In fact, it was mainly as a prepa- 
ration for such applications that the changes from [7] in the natural transfor- 
mations were made. These questions will hopefully be treated in a later paper, and 
may prove crucial in an attempt to understand stable algebraic K-theory of spaces 
in this context. 

2.3. Reduction by resolution 

As an example of a translation from K-theory to the topological Hochschild 
homology using the description of THH in the previous section, we offer the following 
calculation. One should note that this approach is only desirable if one is satisfied 
with getting non-cyclic information. This may however be remedied by use of the 
principle of Goodwillie (see the discussion following 1.5.3), which roughly says that 
any natural property of the homotopy type of topological Hochschild homology 
extends to the fixed point sets of the finite actions. Thus, to prove a theorem of this 
sort about QTHH(S-) it is enough to prove it for !2THH,(S-). 

2.3.1. The exact category 8,(C). For any exact category 6 and finite pointed set X let 
8&Z) denote the exact category of pairs (c, o) where c E 6 and u : c + c @ z[X] a map 
in a. A morphism in E&Z;) form (c, V) to (d, w) is a morphism f: c + d in (L such that 
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commutes. A sequence in &x(E) is exact if and only if the associated sequence of 
objects in Cr: is exact in 6. &x(6) is clearly functiorial in both X and 6, and set maps 
resp. exact functors are sent to exact functors. Note in particular that CT equals 
&(6) and &so(&) = End(E). In fact if X has n + 1 elements, then &x(6) is the category 
with objects (c; {Vi>) where c E 6 and Ui E End(c) i = 1, . . . , n and where a morphism 

(G fui>) 4 (4 {wi>) is a morphism f: c + d such that fo Ui = wiaf for all i. For 
a simplicial set we apply b_ ((5) degreewise. 

2.3.2. Proposition (The equivalence criterion). Let F be an exact functor such that 
S(k)(&‘x(F)) is a weak equiualencefor some k > 0 and allJinite sets X. Then THH(SF) is 
a weak equivalence. 

Proof. Consider the S construction on &x(a): 

S(&(&)) = IJ SE@, c) 0 Z[X] . 
CES’B 

The homotopy colimit (over n) of the cofibre of the maps S”‘E = Sckk?~(%) G 
Sck)(&sp,.(6)) is thus exactly THZfO(S(k)&), and so to prove a statement in THH(S-), by 
Proposition 2.2.3 it is enough to prove it for each of the Sck)(&&)) for n 2 - 1. 0 

2.3.3. Proposition (Resolution theorem for THH). Let 6 be a fill subcategory of an 

exact category D which is closed under extension. Assume that 
(1) IfO+d’~c+d”+Oisanexactsequencein~withc~~,thend’~~. 
(2) For any d” E 9 there exists such a short exact sequence with c projectiue in 3. 

Then THH(SC) + THH(SD) is a weczk equivalence. 

Proof. Note that for the K-theory situation, the projectivity assumption in (2) is 
unnecessary. We need to show that, for all finite sets X, the categories 8&Z) G &x(a) 
fulfill the requirements. It is clear that &7&) is a full subcategory of &x(D). Further- 
more, as a sequence 

0 -. (d’, u’) -+ (d, u) + (d”, u”) + 0 

inb,(D)isexactiffO+d’+d+d” + 0 is exact, and (d, u) E tpx(C5) iff d E Q (6 is full) 
it is clear that &x(a) is closed under extensions and admissible subobjects (require- 
ment 1). As to requirement 2, let (d”, u”) E &,(a). Choose an exact sequence 
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with c E a. As c is projective there exists a lifting u: c + c @&Xl in 

This gives an exact sequence 

0 + (d’, VI d’) + (c, 0) + (d”, v”) + 0 

and we are done. 0 

Hence, for instance, if A is a regular ring, and a is the category of finitely presented 
modules, we have that the map THH(A) + BTHH(S’D) induced by the inclusion 
9) --* D is a weak equivalence. 

The resolution theorem also provides us with a simple example showing that the 
splitness assumption in Proposition 2.1.3 was necessary. 

2.3.4. An example where THH(CE) + SZTHH(S6). Let Cs. be the category of finitely 
generated abelian groups with all exact sequences. By the resolution theorem we have 

where for any ring A 9* is the split exact category of finitely generated A-modules. 
The equivalence in the middle is due to Proposition 2.1.3, whereas the last is clear 
from the proof of Proposition 2.1.5. For any prime p, consider the linear (not exact) 

functor Torf(-, Z/pZ) : 6 + FzlPz. This is split by the inclusion 9& c C, so 

THH(&) N THH(9& x ? 

But by the calculations of Bokstedt, THH(Fz,,) N THH(Z/pZ) is not a factor of 
THH(2): 

ntTHH(Z/pZ) = 
if k = 2i 2 0 

otherwise 

Z, if k=O, 

$nkTHH(Z) = Z/iZ, if k = 2i - 12 0, 

0, otherwise. 
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